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Abstract
Agrawal, Deepti. PhD. The University of Memphis. December, 2015. Competing in IT
Ecosystems: Impacts of IT product compatibility strategies, information quality, and
service quality. Co-Major Professors: William J. Kettinger, Ph.D. and Chen Zhang, Ph.D.
The IT industry is hypercompetitive, dynamic and influenced by network effects. To
remain competitive, IT vendors need to constantly innovate, improve product strategies,
and manage relationships with other organizations. The first essay of this dissertation
focuses on the impact of product compatibility strategies taken by IT firms. Using an
event study approach this essay assesses the impact of IT compatibility initiatives on firm
value. Specifically, it focuses on the performance implications of the “what” (proactive or
reactive IT product compatibility strategies), “how” (inter-firm compatibility approach
taken), and “when” (stage of completion of the compatibility initiative when announced)
aspects of IT firms’ product compatibility initiatives. After analyzing market reactions to
announcements of compatibility initiatives collected over an 8-year period, we find that
investors respond more positively to compatibility moves that are strategically proactive
and were recently launched rather than those that have been completed. Furthermore,
firms joining an existing multi-firm compatibility initiative receive a more positive return
than firms launching a “would be” multi-firm compatibility alliance. Together these
findings paint a more holistic picture of IT product compatibility’s impact on firm value,
offering theoretical understanding and actionable insights into IT product compatibility
strategy, multi-firm approaches to IT product compatibility, and IT product compatibility
announcement timing.
The second essay is in the context of open data mobile apps, which make use of
government provided open data to deliver information to individuals. As mobile
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technology becomes a critical part of everyday life, it is important to understand the
factors that influence the adoption of mobile apps. However, even given the touted
importance of the open data movement, the adoption and use of open data through mobile
apps has been under-investigated. Drawing from IS success literature, this study views
the open data mobile app as an IT artifact or an information processing system. We focus
on the effect of an open data app’s information quality and system quality on its
adoptions. Specifically, we empirically investigate how the dimensions of information
quality (i.e., completeness, currency, and format) and system quality (i.e., accessibility
and integration) influence open data mobile app adoption.
The results suggest that the open data mobile apps that are accessible in offline
mode, able to integrate information from other individual users of the apps, and capable
of providing more complete and current information have greater adoptions than other
open data apps. The results of the study offer practical insights to app developers
designing and developing the apps, government agencies providing the open data, and
organizations providing infrastructure and services associated with open data.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
With the increased pace and variety of innovations, IT companies find it
challenging to keep pace with increasingly intense competition. To compete effectively,
they need to continuously innovate, develop new products and services, improve existing
ones, and hone their marketing approaches. The overall goal of this dissertation is to
study how the product and partnering strategies help the IT product service providers to
remain competitive in the dynamic IT ecosystems, which are often influenced by strong
network effect. The first essay focuses on the importance of product compatibility
strategies taken by IT firms to compete in the dynamic environment. Taking an event
study approach this essay examines the impact of compatibility initiatives on firm’s
market value. Specifically, it explores how impact of the “what” (proactive or reactive IT
product compatibility strategies), “how” (inter-firm compatibility approach taken), and
“when” (stage of completion of the compatibility initiative when announced) aspects of
IT firms’ product compatibility initiatives on the firm’s performance.
The second essay considers mobile apps as IT artefacts, which are used to deliver
information content and services to consumers. Unlike previous research which treats the
mobile app as a black box, our study focuses on the information processing aspect of
mobile apps and investigates the factors that influence a consumer’s decision to adopt a
mobile app. Specifically, we examine a set of hypotheses to answer the question - how do
the dimensions of information quality (i.e., completeness, currency, and format) and
system quality (i.e., accessibility and integration) of the app assessed from preadoption
information cues available to consumers, influences open data mobile app adoption.
With consumers’ increasing reliance on their mobile apps for their information needs and
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growing economic importance of the app markets, a better understanding of the success
factors leading to app adoption is important.

2

Chapter 2: Impact of IT Product Compatibility Initiatives on the Market Value of
IT Firms

Abstract
Product compatibility is important in the hypercompetitive IT industry as the
speed of IT innovations accelerates and the variety of IT products continues to explode.
Using an event study approach this article assesses the impact of compatibility initiatives
on firm value. Specifically, we focus on the performance implications of the “what”
(proactive or reactive product compatibility strategies), “how” (inter-firm compatibility
approach taken), and “when” (stage of completion of the compatibility initiative when
announced) aspects of firm compatibility initiatives. After analyzing market reactions to
265 announcements of compatibility initiatives collected over an 8-year period, we find
that investors respond more positively to compatibility moves which are strategically
proactive and were recently launched rather than those that have been completed.
Furthermore, firms joining an existing multi-firm compatibility initiative receive a more
positive return than firms launching a “would be” multi-firm compatibility alliance.
Finally, unexpectedly, it was found that firms are not rewarded more for joining multifirm initiatives as compared to forming dyadic partnerships. Together these findings
paint a more holistic picture of IT compatibility’s impact on firm value, offering
theoretical understanding and actionable insights into product compatibility strategy,
approach to product compatibility, and announcement timing.
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Introduction
Compatibility is a crucial aspect of performance for firms competing in IT
markets (Farrell & Saloner, 1992) with network effects (e.g., Gao & Iyer, 2006; Liu, GalOr, Kemerer, & Smith, 2011; Wang, Chen, & Xie, 2010)1. For example, in July 2013,
Lenovo discontinued the sale of its IdeaPad Yoga 11 convertible tablet with Windows RT
while still promoting other Windows 8 tablets. Windows RT is said to have suffered
from a lack of backward compatibility (Shah, 2013). At the same time, there was a drop
in the prices of Microsoft’s Surface RT and RT tablets from other vendors such as Dell
and Asus (Shah, 2013). IT products exhibiting network effects include not only
computer hardware devices (e.g., P. Chen & Forman, 2006) but also software products
such as web browser (e.g., Gallaugher & Wang, 2002) and productivity tools such as
spreadsheet software (Brynjolfsson & Kemerer, 1996).
Product compatibility is important to both consumers and IT vendors. From
consumers’ perspective, they not only obtain greater value from adopting a product with
a larger installed base (Katz & Shapiro, 1985) but also access better product support and
more complementary products (Katz & Shapiro, 1994; Shapiro & Varian, 1999).
Incompatibility of a product may cause consumers to take on adoption risks (Chakravarti
& Xie, 2006). For example, one of the reasons behind Linux not being a mainstream
popular choice as a desktop operating system is the lack of third party and vendor
support. Inhibited adoption of Linux is not because of issues with cost, security, usability
or other technological shortcoming but because of the scarcity of applications that can
1

Network effects refer to the phenomenon whereby the value of a product or service
to a user depends on the number of consumers of that product Katz, M.L., & Shapiro. C.
(1985). Network externalities, competition, and compatibility. The American Economic
Review, 75(3), 424-440.
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work on Linux (Korolov, 2012). From the vendor’s perspective, the degree of
compatibility between products is considered not only a technological decision but also a
strategic decision by the firm (Besen & Farrell, 1994) as competition between rival firms
and firm survival are often influenced by their product compatibility decisions (Wang et
al., 2010). For example, in April 2012, Citrix chose to give its cloud deployment
platform an Apache license despite its ongoing involvement with the competing
OpenStack platform. The reason cited for this move was that Apache was compatible
with the pervasive Amazon Web Service but Openstack was not (Butler, 2012).
As game-changing innovations revolutionize the IT industry and as the variety of
IT products continues to explode, product compatibility grows in importance. However,
achieving compatibility is not costless. It often requires the firm to invest in initiatives
such as building an adaptor or converter that enables interoperability with another
product (Farrell & Saloner, 1992; Matutes & Regibeau, 1992), designing and developing
a compatible product (Katz & Shapiro, 1985), negotiating and adopting standards (Farrell
& Saloner, 1992; Katz & Shapiro, 1985), reverse-engineering to conform to a de facto
proprietary standard (Farrell & Saloner, 1992), or forming strategic alliances (e.g.,
Aggarwal, Dai, & Walden, 2011) to develop and grow a compatibility standard.
Assessing payoffs of these product compatibility initiatives and justifying the associated
investments continue to be a challenge faced by firms in IT industry. As the importance
of product compatibility continues to grow, there is a pressing need for a better
understanding of how compatibility initiatives bring value to firms and how contextual
factors influence the value of these initiatives.
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A rich body of research in economics has adopted a game theoretic approach to
examine firms’ incentives to achieve compatibility in a market with network effects as
well as the impact of achieving compatibility on firm profit and social welfare (e.g.,
Farrell & Saloner, 1992; Katz & Shapiro, 1985). However, assumptions made in these
studies such as a simple oligopolistic market structure or static markets may not hold in
today’s complex and hypercompetitive IT industry where increasingly firms form interorganizational relationships such as strategic alliances to mitigate environmental
uncertainty caused by rapid technological change, intensified competition, and shortened
product life cycles (Young-Ybarra & Wiersema, 1999). In addition, although some
empirical research has investigated issues related to product compatibility, most studies
in this stream of research either primarily focus on standards (e.g., Aggarwal, Dai, &
Walden, 2006; Gandal, 1995) and standardization groups (e.g., Aggarwal et al., 2011),
conversion technologies (Liu et al., 2011) or examine compatibilities of specific type of
products such as web server vs. web browser (e.g., Gallaugher & Wang, 2002) and flash
memory card (e.g., Liu, Kemerer, Slaughter, & Smith, 2012). Overall, a review of
existing literature on compatibility reveals there is scant research that comprehensively
and empirically assesses the value created by firms’ compatibility initiatives.
To achieve value from these compatibility initiatives, firms need to consider their
strategic approach. Should they take the lead with a proactive strategy with early market
entrance or should they wait and study the market trends before committing resources to
achieve compatibility? While decision about whether to be proactive in product
development, market entry, and innovation has been well studied in marketing and
strategy literatures, little research has examined the impact of adopting a proactive
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compatibility strategy on firms’ value.
In the dynamic IT marketplace, firms often work with other firms to mitigate risks
while achieving compatibility between their products. This can be done by forming a
dyadic relationship with a target firm, joining an existing alliance consisting of more than
two firms, or creating a new compatibility initiative with the goal of attracting other firms
in a multi-firm alliance. Past research has not focused on comparing these inter-firm
approaches to IT product compatibility initiatives and their respective impact on firm
value.
One of the ways to estimate the impact of compatibility strategy and the inter-firm
approach used to implement the initiative is to assess the market value of the firm at the
time such information is announced to the public. In general, evidence suggests a
positive reaction to product preannouncements (e.g., Rabino & Moore, 1989). We
suspect a similar relationship holds true for product compatibility announcements. Prior
research in strategy and finance has identified the importance of the timing of product
announcements (e.g., Kohli, 1999) on firm value that we examine. Finally, we propose
that the signals received through announcements of product compatibility initiatives
using different inter-firm approaches will influence firm value.
Hence, the objective of this study is to examine how stock market reactions to
product compatibility initiatives are influenced by three key factors: (1) the focal firm’s
product compatibility strategy2, (2) the inter-firm approach taken to achieve
compatibility, and (3) the timing of the compatibility initiative announcement. We seek

2

The focal firm publicly announces its strategic initiative to make its product
(referred to as focal product) compatible with the product(s) (hereafter referred to as
target product) of another firm(s) (referred to hereafter as target firm).
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to answer these specific research questions: Does the market react more favorably to
proactive compatibility initiatives? Does the market react more favorably towards firms
participating in multi-firm compatibility initiatives or dyadic initiatives? And, does the
market act more favorably towards firms that start a new compatibility initiative on their
own or join an existing multi-firm initiative? Does the market react more favorably to
completed initiatives or recently launched ones?
We collected a sample of 265 public announcements of IT product compatibility
initiatives over an 8-year period (2001-2008) and employed the event study method,
which has often been used to examine the relationship between important IT events and
market valuations of firms in the IS literature (Chatterjee, Richardson, & Zmud, 2001;
Dewan & Ren, 2007; Liu et al., 2011), to test our hypotheses.
We find that product compatibility decisions are significantly associated with
stock market reaction and shareholder value. More specifically, investors respond more
positively to proactive compatibility strategic moves and to initiatives that were recently
launched than those that have been completed. Furthermore, firms receive more positive
reactions by participating in an existing multi-firm compatibility initiative than launching
its own multi-firm initiative. Finally, unexpectedly, it was found that firms are not
rewarded more for joining multi-firm compatibility initiatives than forming a dyadic
partnership. Together these findings paint a more holistic picture of IT compatibility’s
impact on firm value, offering theoretical understanding and actionable insights into
product compatibility strategy, inter-firm approaches to achieve compatibility, and
announcement timing.
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Literature Review
In this section we provide a review of several streams of research that are relevant
to our study – theoretical and empirical research on product compatibility, product
strategy, inter-firm approaches, and signaling effect of firms’ public announcements.
Product Compatibility
Product Compatibility refers to the extent to which two products can work with
one another (Farrell & Saloner, 1992). For example, Katz and Shapiro (1985) consider
two brands of hardware that can work with the same software product to be compatible.
Desruelle, Gaudet, and Richelle (1996) consider two competing systems compatible if a
complementary component of one system can be used with the basic component of the
other system.
There has been a rich body of research in economics and information systems
examining firms’ incentives for achieving compatibility in a market with network effects
as well as the implications of achieving compatibility. Table A1 in Appendix A provides
a summary of representative studies on product compatibility. From the consumer’s
perspective, when network effect is present, consumers obtain greater value from a
product as the size of its user base increases (Farrell & Saloner, 1985). The compatibility
between complementary products positively affects consumers’ intention of adopting
new technologies (Xu, Venkatesh, Tam, & Hong, 2010). Under these conditions,
consumers’ perceptions about the size of competing networks influence the market
competition and equilibrium. Hence, firms find it beneficial to make their products
compatible because doing so increases the market demand and draws more consumers
into the market due to positive network externalities (e.g., Katz & Shapiro, 1985; Matutes
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& Regibeau, 1992). Also, when standards are adopted to achieve compatibility, due to
mass production of standardized parts, firms may obtain cost savings (Farrell & Saloner,
1986) and find it easy to develop complementary products including both software and
hardware (Milgrom & Roberts, 1995).
However, firms’ incentives to produce compatible goods or services may vary
depending upon their reputations or the size of their existing installed base. In a static
model of oligopoly, Katz and Shapiro (1985) find that firms with weaker reputations or
smaller installed base tend to favor compatibility whereas other firms tend to be against
compatibility. In the presence of technological advancements, when a newer and better
technology is available, if firms have incomplete information about the chance of other
firms switching to the newer technology, some firms may have excessive inertia and
maintain their status quo (Katz & Shapiro, 1985). Furthermore, not only do firms have
incentives to make their products compatible in the initial stage of market competition in
the presence of network effects but also compatibility among their products can be stable
in the long run, avoiding the emergence of market dominance by a single firm (J. Chen,
Doraszelski, & Harrington Jr., 2009). In fact, the product compatibility strategy is critical
to the survival of pioneering firms with new technologies (Wang et al., 2010). However,
making comparable products from competing firms compatible may intensify non-price
based competition and urge firms to increase product differentiation and improve product
functionality in order to acquire and retain customers (Shapiro & Varian, 1999).
One of the most common approaches to achieve compatibility is standardization –
“an explicit or implicit agreement to do certain key things in a uniform way” (Farrell &
Saloner, 1992, p. 9). Compatibility may be achieved through de facto consolidation
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where all consumers adopt the proprietary technology controlled by the market leader
(Katz & Shapiro, 1986). Alternatively, products using different technologies may adopt
open standards that are developed through industry standards committees instead of being
set by any firm (P. Chen & Forman, 2006; Farrell & Saloner, 1992). As an approach to
achieve compatibility, standardization has been examined empirically in prior studies.
For example, among the first few empirical studies demonstrating the existence of
complementary or indirect network externalities, Gandal (1995) studies the impact of
several compatibility standards on the prices of spreadsheet products and database
management system products in the consumer software market. As another example,
Aggarwal et al. (2006) focus on how the financial market responds to announcements of
proprietary XML schema standardization initiatives and announcements of open
standardization initiatives. In the presence of standards, firms may modify product
compatibility to raise users switching costs as a competitive strategy (P. Chen & Forman,
2006).
At the firm level, compatibility initiatives can be haphazard responses to
competitors’ moves or be managed strategically. A strategic approach requires the firm
to carefully consider its product offerings and make key product decisions based on
whether it wants to be a proactive compatibility leader or be more cautious so that it can
study the market landscape and technological trends.
Product Strategy
Product strategies are an important driver of success especially in dynamic
environments with a high pace of innovation, frequent entry and exits, and accelerated
product life cycles (Giarratana & Fosfuri, 2007). In order to remain competitive firms
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need to continuously engage in product development and enhancements (B. Dyer &
Song, 1998) and strategically make decisions about the target market, product portfolio,
resource allocation, and technology selection.
A firm’s product strategies may be proactive (i.e., driven by anticipation of
competitors’ future action) or reactive (i.e., in response of competitors’ past actions)
(Shankar, 2006). Firms adopting proactive product strategies typically launch new
products earlier than their competitors. Existing research in new product strategy
suggests that proactive firms may develop innovative products, change the nature of the
competition by forcing the rivals to react to their successful initiatives, and gain market
share (e.g., Gatignon & Xuereb, 1997; Lamore, Berkowitz, & Farrington, 2013).
Proactive initiatives require continuous monitoring of the competitors’ actions and
scanning of the environment, and substantial investment in research and development,
which is often associated with high cost and uncertainty (Cooper, 1984). In contrast,
some new product development and innovation efforts are reactive responses to
competitors’ actions (M.-J. Chen, 1996). Reactive strategies may be useful in economic
crisis or industries with rapid changes as they give firms a chance to cope with changes in
demand, technology, or competition (Grewal & Tansuhaj, 2001).
In summary, deciding whether to be proactive in product development, market
entry, and innovation has been well studied in marketing and strategy literatures.
However, despite the fact that product compatibility strategy is an important aspect of
product strategy especially in IT industry, in which network effect impacts the market
dynamics and consumer perception (Lee & O'Connor, 2003), product compatibility
strategy has been under-investigated in prior studies. Therefore, recognizing that firms
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need to continuously reposition their product portfolio relative to compatibility and
consider the availability of complementary products to sustain network advantage and to
avoid the risk of having obsolete offerings (Bonardi & Durand, 2003; Schilling, 2002), in
this study, we focus on the impact of proactive product compatibility strategy on the
firm’s value.
Inter-Firm Approaches to Achieve Compatibility
It is important for the firm not only to determine whether it will adopt a proactive
or reactive compatibility strategy but also to identify how to implement this strategy.
Strategy research suggests that firms enter strategic inter-firm relationships to reduce
transaction costs (Kogut, 1988), improve competitive advantage (Bleeke & Ernst, 1991),
access knowledge beyond firms’ boundaries (Powell, 1987), gain market access
(Hagedoorn, 1993), obtain institutional legitimacy, and reduce environmental uncertainty
(Eisenhardt & Schoonhoven, 1996), among other motives. Similarly, in the compatibility
context, in the fast-moving and hyper-competitive high-tech industries characterized by
disruptive technological innovations, increasing technological complexity, and shortening
product life cycles (Powell, Koput, & Smith-Doerr, 1996), firms often work with other
firms to mitigate risk. This can be done by forming a dyadic relationship with a target
firm, joining an existing multi-firm alliance consisting of more than two firms, or starting
a new compatibility initiative with the goal of attracting other firms to join to create a
new multi-firm alliance.
Prior research has provided evidence of the prevalence of inter-firm relationships
in compatibility initiatives especially those involving multi-firm alliances. When a
number of firms get together to ensure compatibility among their products, often their
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common goal is to increase the installed base of their products and ultimately to establish
a technology in the market as a standard.
Standards, which are “design rules that promote product interoperability” (Farrell
& Simcoe, 2012, p. 34), play an important role in IT markets that exhibit strong network
effects. Standards can be set by a single regulatory body or committee (i.e., de jure) or
by the market (i.e., de facto) (Farrell & Saloner, 1986). In the absence of de jure
standards, to avoid the possibility of being technologically locked out (Farrell & Saloner,
1986) firms find it in their best interest to sponsor de facto standards. Sponsoring and
promoting a firm’s own proprietary technology as a de facto standard may succeed only
if the firm dedicates significant amount of resources (Zhu, Kraemer, Gurbaxani, & Xu,
2006) and, more importantly, has a sufficiently large installed base of the technology
(Katz & Shapiro, 1985), which may be achieved if the firm has attracted a substantial
number of providers of compatible complementary products. In other words, while often
costly, it is possible for a single firm to successfully sponsor its own proprietary standard,
which is often done by starting its own compatibility alliance program, attracting many
partner firms into the program, and sustaining their participation.
Alternatively, firms may join an existing multi-firm alliance that focuses on
defining and diffusing standards and promoting interoperability among their products by
adopting the standards (Axelrod, Mitchell, Thomas, Bennett, & Bruderer, 1995). This
approach has been recognized as a hybrid model of standardization through alliances that
combines elements of both committee- and market-based approaches. After a few
standard candidates are created and promoted by different alliances of firms, they are
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introduced to the market where firms and consumers decide which one to adopt. The
standard that is adopted by most emerges as a de facto standard (Keil, 2002).
In compatibility multi-firm alliances, information exchange and resource sharing
among participating firms are critical. When developing a standard candidate, the
alliance gathers information from diverse member firms (Markus, Steinfield, & Wigand,
2006) and utilizes their complementary capabilities to ensure timely decision-making and
meet the specific needs of the participating firms (Keil, 2002). Furthermore, promoting
the standard candidate to the market and increasing its adoption require coordinated
efforts and commitment of significant resources. Similar to general inter-organizational
networks where resources are pooled and shared among participating organizations,
compatibility alliances not only provide member firms with access to various types of
resources but also coordinate their marketing efforts. For example, the alliance often
provides marketing tools and resources especially promotional support for go-to-market
activities (Ehrhardt, 2004), leading to increased visibility and connecting participating
firms with more potential customers. These firms also have access to technical resources
such as development tools, interoperability testing software, equipment, and facilities.
Additionally, modifications to the standard candidate over time, which have been found
to be important for its wide adoption (van den Ende, van de Kaa, den Uijl, & de Vries,
2012), require continued information sharing among participating firms through channels
such as collaboration forums, technical meetings, and round table discussions. This
information exchange helps identify how to enhance the specification to add more
functionality (van den Ende et al., 2012), how to further promote interoperability among
various products, and how to improve the testing process.
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In line with the inter-organizational network literature that identifies the role of
networks in creating status and signaling legitimacy (Podolny, 1993), participation in
compatibility alliance signals the firm’s commitment to its product compatibility with
other leading products in the market. The reputation and the involvement of a broad
variety of participating firms help contribute to the legitimacy of the compatibility
alliance (Axelrod et al., 1995). In addition, many alliances provide compatibility
certification or verification to those member firms whose products have met the rigorous
interoperability testing requirements. The existing literature on standard certification has
recognized certification as a credible signal of adherence to standards because it involves
passing to an independent audit (King, Lenox, & Terlaak, 2005) and helps reduce
information asymmetries (Montiel, Husted, & Christmann, 2012). Hence, compatibility
certification further increases customers’ confidence that the firms’ product works
together with other products.
However, multi-firm initiatives may experience some challenges as well. For
example, member firms may compete to align the standards development towards their
vested interests, leading to a situation of war of attrition where no consensus can be
reached quickly and updates to the standard are slow (van den Ende et al., 2012).
Nonetheless, if the standard candidate developed and promoted by the alliance succeeds
and is chosen by the market as a dominant design, the installed base of the firm’s
products increases compared with the competing products that do not adopt the standard,
leading to increased demand for its products or patent citations (Rysman & Simcoe,
2008), the ability to charge higher prices than the competing products (Brynjolfsson &
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Kemerer, 1996), and increased likelihood of IPO or acquisition (Waguespack & Fleming,
2009).
Prior standardization research (Aggarwal et al., 2011) has also highlighted the
importance of the number of parties in a coalition to the risks each party may take on.
Rather than participating in large multi-firm initiatives, firms engaged in dyadic
partnerships, may gain improvements in product innovation (Stuart, Hoang, & Hybels,
1999) and new product development (Rothaermel, 2001). In addition, these dyadic
partnerships are often seen as a good source of organizational learning (Baum, Calabrese,
& Silverman, 2000) and competitive assets (Nohria & Garcia‐Pont, 1991).
In dyadic partnerships relational capital acts as a self-enforcing mechanism that
facilitates cooperation between the two firms and helps alleviate the risk of free-riding or
opportunistic behavior because of the fear associated with termination of the relationship
(J. H. Dyer & Singh, 1998). The partners need to more tightly respond to the changes in
the environment and modify their relationship accordingly (García-Canal, ValdésLlaneza, & Ariño, 2003). Having a one-on-one relationship facilitates working more
closely and helps develop trust and relational capital, which can be especially important
for start-up innovators (Park, Chen, & Gallagher, 2002).
Successful dyadic partnerships in product compatibility initiatives are not
uncommon. For example, Philips and Sony engaged in a dyadic alliance aimed at
development of a common CD system standard in June 1980, which was later adopted as
the world standard (Peek, 2010). However, dyadic inter-firm relationships have been
under-investigated in the existing compatibility literature. Adapting the definition from
Gulati (1998), for this research we define dyadic compatibility initiatives as a voluntary
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agreement between two independent firms aimed at ensuring their products are
interoperable.
Signaling Effects of Firm’s Public Announcements
Firms not only need to determine their compatibility strategies and ways to
implement these strategies but also need to manage ways to convey such information to
the market through formal announcements. It is recognized that announcements and
actions of a firm act as signals that convey information about its intentions and abilities
(Porter, 1980) and may influence the market’s response. Signals are especially valuable
in environments with high degree of uncertainty and information asymmetry (Spence,
1974) such as stock markets where investors seek to reduce the uncertainty in decisionmaking by evaluating the information signals (e.g., announcements and news) they
receive about firms of interest. A firm can manage its information signals to reduce its
information asymmetry and thereby benefit from influencing the investor’s decisions in
its favor.
Prior research has identified a number of factors that may influence a receiver’s
perception and interpretation. These factors include signal characteristics (e.g.,
Robertson, Eliashberg, & Rymon, 1995) such as focus of the signal, strength of the signal
(Prabhu & Stewart, 2001), sender’s characteristics such as credibility (Robertson et al.,
1995), firm size (Prabhu & Stewart, 2001), as well as environmental factors such as
changes in economy (Prabhu & Stewart, 2001).
In addition, the timing of firms’ announcements plays a role in influencing the
receiver’s response. Preannouncements are “a formal and deliberate communication
from a firm before it undertakes a particular marketing action” (Su & Rao, 2010, p. 469).
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Among preannouncements, one of the widely adopted deliberate signalling tools among
firms in competitive industries such as consumer electronics, computer software, and
computer hardware industries is new product preannouncement. It refers to a formal and
deliberate communication that companies use to send messages to target groups about a
new product before the actual product launching (Eliashberg & Robertson, 1988; Su &
Rao, 2010).
Prior research has identified a number of benefits of new product
preannouncements associated with creating a favorable marketing environment and
improving the chances of a successful product launch (Robertson et al., 1995). Benefits
include generating awareness and credibility (Rabino & Moore, 1989), stimulating buyer
curiosity and creating demand (Eliashberg & Robertson, 1988), and prompting buyers to
delay their purchases of available competing products until the launch of the product
(Eliashberg & Robertson, 1988; Lilly & Walters, 1997). In the IT product context,
preannouncement benefits may include educating buyers about innovative features of the
product early to reduce their learning cost when switching to the new product later (Su &
Rao, 2010). Despite the risks due to potential cannibalization to the firm’s existing
products (Kohli, 1999), triggering competitors’ defensive actions (Robertson et al.,
1995), and losing credibility in case of failure to launch the product as preannounced
(Hoxmeier, 2000), past findings suggest that new product preannouncements tend to
positively influence shareholders’ perception of the firm’s future expected cash flow and
increase stock prices (Sorescu, Shankar, & Kushwaha, 2007; Su & Rao, 2010).
When firms announce compatibility initiatives that are yet to be completed, these
announcements are similar to product preannouncements in that the desired outcome has
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not yet been achieved. Given that existing research in new product preannouncements
highlights the impact of the timing of announcements (e.g., Kohli, 1999), we argue that
the timing of product compatibility announcements is also important.
Overall, we are interested in understanding how characteristics of compatibility
signals such as information content (i.e., product compatibility strategy and the inter-firm
approach used to implement the initiative) and the timing of announcements influence
market reaction and the changes in the firm’s market value.
Research Hypotheses
Product Compatibility Leadership
As mentioned earlier, a firm’s actions associated with its products can be
primarily proactive (i.e., caused by anticipated future actions of competitors) or reactive
(i.e., in response to past competitors’ actions) (Shankar, 2006). When product
compatibility actions are primarily proactive, the firm may strategically indicate itself to
the market as a leader relative to its competitors in terms of the focal compatibility
initiative. Often such an initiative is associated with an emerging technology, a newly
launched product, a standard that has just been developed, or being one of the first firms
to become compatible with an existing product.
The new product development literature has identified both product-based
advantages and consumer-based advantages proactive strategic initiatives may bring (Lee
& O'Connor, 2003). Product-based advantages include establishing technology
leadership (Lieberman & Montgomery, 1988), preemption of scarce resources
(Lieberman & Montgomery, 1988), and broader product lines (Lee & O'Connor, 2003).
In the presence of network externalities, a characteristic of the high-tech industry, a
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proactive move may help a firm gain market power by increasing its installed base and
attracting developers of compatible products, which then results in increased utility of its
product and attracts more adopters (Srinivasan, Lilien, & Rangaswamy, 2004).
Consumer-based advantages arise from how consumers choose and repurchase products.
When consumer preference about a new category of products is not well defined,
consumers tend to shape their perceptions and develop stereotype based on the products
early to the market, resulting in unfavorable assessment of follower’s products who are
later to release their product (Carpenter & Nakamoto, 1989). In addition, adopters invest
in learning how to use the pioneer product and its complementary products, resulting in
cognitive lock-in and increasing the switching costs these adopters incur when switching
to later entrants’ products (Schilling, 1998; Shapiro & Varian, 1998).
Proactive product compatibility leaders with associated earlier market entry may
obtain similar benefits. They are more likely to gain market power and establish
technology leadership by achieving compatibility with emerging technology and new
products in the market. Compatibility positively influences the utility value of their
products to consumers, increasing the market demand and attracting more consumers into
the market because of positive network externalities (e.g., Katz & Shapiro, 1985; Matutes
& Regibeau, 1992). Furthermore, proactive compatibility leaders’ initiatives signal their
commitment to improve customer experience by improving product performance, an
essential dimension of which is compatibility in network markets (Chakravarti & Xie,
2006; Schilling, 2002). Such signals cause consumers to establish their expectations
about product compatibility and influence their preference formation (Kerin,
Varadarajan, & Peterson, 1992), leading to less favorable assessment of competitors’
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products (Wang et al., 2010), which are not yet compatible with new technology and
products. Hence, in the capital market, investors are likely to form more favorable
expectations about proactive early market entry in pursuing product compatibility
initiatives rather than reactors, with late market entry.
Firms following proactive product compatibility strategies face higher risks and
incur more costs associated with resource commitment and learning, while it is possible
that the reactive firms can learn from the experience of the compatibility leaders and
achieve similar or improved results with lower resource investment and risks. Leading
firms may also face considerable communication costs creating marketplace awareness of
the compatibility initiatives and its implications. However, given the significance of the
benefits due to network effects and technology lock-in (Arthur, 1989) as well as the
benefits to consumers, together with the relative short life-cycle of IT products
disadvantaging followers’ ability to catch up in time to benefit from a reactive strategy,
proactive product compatibility strategies will be perceived positively by investors.
Therefore, we hypothesize that:
H1: All else being equal, firms announcing a proactive product compatibility
initiative will obtain higher abnormal returns than other firms announcing a
product compatibility initiative.
Inter-Firm Approaches to Achieve Compatibility
As discussed earlier, a firm often interacts with one or more firms to achieve
product compatibility. It may choose from three options: forming a dyadic relationship
with another firm, joining an existing multi-firm initiative, or creating a compatibility
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alliance either on its own or with a small number of firms that will attempt to attract other
firms to join and make their products compatible with its own products.
In dyadic relationships, the focal firm and its partner target firm are concentrating
on developing a technical solution to achieve the compatibility between their products,
the result may be a solution that is so customized to meet each firm’s specific needs that
it lacks the applicability to satisfy other firms’ needs. Hence, the potential to attract other
firms to adopt their dyadic partner’s customized solution in the future is low. In contrast,
in multi-firm initiatives, given that members of the alliance have already chosen to
support or adopt the technical design, the likelihood that this design will eventually be
widely adopted by the market and become the dominant design is higher.
In addition, the diversity and the amount of resources being shared among
members in multi-firm initiatives tend to be greater than that between dyadic partners.
Multi-firm initiatives often consist of diverse firms with complementary capabilities and
from different industry segments. Therefore, the information and expertise being shared
among these multi-firm initiatives’ members is likely more diverse than within a dyadic
relationship, leading to potentially more effective technical solution to the compatibility
issues faced by the focal firm (Han et al., 2012; Leiponen, 2008; van den Ende et al.,
2012). In the long run, continued information exchange in the multi-firm initiative can
help further adapt the technical solution over time as more diverse members join the
multi-firm initiative (van den Ende et al., 2012). Besides information and expertise
shared among multi-firm alliance members, these firms also tend to pool more resources
in a more cost-effective and coordinated manner. They may have more coordinated
marketing activities, provide more abundant development and testing tools, and host
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larger-scale interoperability testing events (Lavie, Lechner, & Singh, 2007; Leiponen,
2008).
Multi-firm initiatives are also more likely to consist of more providers of products
or services that complement the focal firm’s product than dyadic partnership. Being
compatible with more complementary products or services not only increases the
product’s value to its existing customers (Katz & Shapiro, 1994) but also helps the firm
tap into the customer base or the market segments of complementary products or services
(Hagedoorn, 1993).
Furthermore, when a firm joins a multi-firm initiative to achieve compatibility
with other products, the technical design specification or an interface that enables
compatibility may have already been developed due to the standard development efforts
or the expertise alliance members have accumulated through their past compatibility
efforts. However, when a firm forms a dyadic relationship with another firm, they may
have to design a technical solution from scratch without predefined template or
specification. Hence, the uncertainty involved in a dyadic compatibility initiative is
likely greater than in a multi-firm initiative. Therefore, we hypothesize that
H2a: Firms joining multi-firm compatibility initiatives will obtain higher
abnormal stock returns than firms participating in dyadic compatibility
initiatives.
Instead of joining an existing multi-firm initiative, a firm may create a
compatibility program to invite other firms to join. This represents the initial phase of a
multi-firm compatibility initiative and usually involves one firm or a small group of firms
developing a set of technical specifications as a standard candidate (van den Ende et al.,
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2012) for other firms to adopt or setting up an interoperability alliance for other firms to
join.
In the former case, “a technological solution has to be created” (Keil, 2002, p.
211). Solving this knowledge creation problem requires the firms to invest considerable
amount of physical, financial, and technical resources as well as learning (Schilling,
1998). During this phase, efforts should focus on utilizing the complementary
capabilities of the firms to reach consensus and meet the diverse needs of these firms
(Cargill, 1996, p. 233), which can be a challenging task. If they fail to reach an
agreement in this phase, they risk forfeiting these initial investments in the early design
activities (Schilling, 1998). The fact that only a small number of firms are involved in
the development of the standard candidate further increases the risk faced by each firm.
Even if the firms do manage to draw from each other’s expertise and develop a
technological solution, there is uncertainty in the quality of this solution and even more
uncertainty in the response among other firms from various sectors. In other words, how
many additional firms may be supportive of this solution and become adopters is difficult
to predict. The likelihood that the standard candidate will be widely adopted and become
the dominant design in the market depends on other firms’ adoption decisions.
In the latter case, the goal of the alliance is to attract firms that are committed to
ensuring the interoperability between their products and the focal firm’s products. If
successful, such an alliance will expand the adoption for both the focal firm and the
member firms. In the initial phase of starting an alliance, the focal firm dedicates a
significant amount of technological, financial, marketing, and human resources to
develop the strategic and the structural elements of the alliance, promote the alliance,
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recruit inaugural members into the alliance, and set up mechanisms for members to
communicate and collaborate. More importantly, “the initial stage of an alliance is a
critical shakeout period” (Kelly, Schaan, & Joncas, 2002) because in this stage the
managers and staff in the focal firm involved in managing the alliance face uncertainties
and ambiguity in an unfamiliar territory. If relationships with members in the early stage
of the alliance are not managed carefully, conflicts and tensions may arise, negatively
influencing the future development of the alliance (Doz & Hamel, 1998). Hence, the
initial investment to design and implement the alliance, together with the challenges
faced by the focal firm in managing the alliance in the early phase, causes the focal firm
to take on a high level of risk.
In contrast, when a firm adopts the standard candidate that has already been
developed or joins a multi-firm compatibility initiative that has taken off, it faces less
uncertainty and takes on less risk. To adopt the standard candidate or to join a multi-firm
initiative, the firm invests less resource than the one developing the standard candidate or
setting up the alliance. Implementing the standard candidate tends to be easier, more
straightforward, and quicker than developing it. A number of firms adopting the same
standard candidate help share the risk and resource commitment from each firm.
Participating in an established multi-firm initiative launched by another firm does not
require nearly as high start-up cost or ongoing efforts to manage the interactions among
partners. Therefore, we hypothesize that
H2b: Firms creating new multi-firm compatibility initiatives will obtain lower
abnormal stock returns than firms joining multi-firm compatibility initiatives.
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Timing of Announcing Compatibility Initiative
A firm may announce a compatibility initiative when initiative is launched and is
still in early stage or may wait until the completion of the initiative to announce that it
has successfully achieved compatibility with respect to the target product. Thus the
timing of announcement may be different from the timing of launch of the initiative. If a
company announces a compatibility initiative as soon as it starts working towards it, does
not necessarily mean that it is the first company in the market to launch such an initiative;
It could be the last one among the competitors to start such an initiative but may have
preannounced it or announced it as soon as it starts working on it. Since news
announcements act as information signals, we expect rational investors to analyze the
information content in these announcements, which often include not only what the
compatibility initiative is about but also the information on the stage of the initiative at
the time of announcement (i.e., whether the initiative is announced when it is newly
recently introduced or the initiative is announced when it has been completed).
Similar to new product preannouncements, announcements of compatibility plans
that have not been completed help stimulate positive feedback in markets exhibiting
network effects (Shapiro & Varian, 1998). As a psychological positioning strategy, these
announcements may cause potential customers to postpone their purchase of currently
available products from competitors until the focal product achieves compatibility
(Farrell & Saloner, 1986). In addition, they may positively influence consumers’
expectations of the future installed base and the future success of the product (Katz &
Shapiro, 1986). In addition, they may positively influence customers’ expectations of the
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future installed base and the future success of the product, which encourages adoption
from prospect customers (Katz & Shapiro, 1986).
The impact of such positive expectations in response to announcements about
recently launched compatibility moves is further amplified by the “buy on the rumor, sell
on the news” pattern, in which security prices rise prior to an anticipated positive event
but fall subsequent to the event (e.g., Brunnermeier, 2001; Peterson, 2002). Following
the event outcome that meets or exceeds expectations, paradoxically, security prices are
often observed to fall. Peterson (2002) draws on psychology, finance, and neuroscience
literature to explain this pattern as a result of investors’ positive affect towards an
anticipated event and its potential reward. Information has a greater impact on behaviors
when it is about the near future, triggers a strongly positive or negative affective
response, and facilitates the visualization of potential consequences (Loewenstein,
Weber, Hsee, & Welch, 2001). As an event approaches in time, anticipation of its
possible positive implications increases and so does positive affect, leading to an upward
bias in investors’ estimation of the likelihood of positive outcomes and increasing their
risk taking behaviors (Kuhnen & Knutson, 2005). However, when the anticipated
positive event occurs, there is a decrease in investors’ affect state from positive to neutral,
prompting more protective investing behaviors and the selling of excess shares in order to
cull risk exposure, which then leads to falling security prices (Peterson, 2002).
Hence, we hypothesize that investors respond to announcements of compatibility
initiatives in a similar fashion. When the firm announces it is beginning to implement an
initiative to make its product compatible with another firm’s product, such an
announcement tends to generate anticipation of future reward and positive affect among
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investors, which may lead to their over-estimation of the positive consequences of the
initiative and an increase in their risk taking behavior. As a result, despite the
uncertainties in the actual outcome of the compatibility initiative in the near future, the
firm’s stock price may go up. On the contrary, when the firm makes an announcement
about its completion of the initiative and the achievement of compatibility such as
passing compatibility testing and becoming certified to be interoperable with other
products, investors may have a neutral affect state and expect that the impact of the
initiative has already been incorporated in the present valuation of the firm’s stock.
Therefore, consistent with the benefits of preannouncement and the stock market
axiom “buy on the rumor, sell on the news”, we hypothesize that
H3: Firms announcing a compatibility initiative when it is a recently newly
introduced compatibility initiative will obtain higher abnormal stock returns than
those announcing a completed compatibility initiative..
Research Method
Data
We collected our sample based on U.S. firms’ news releases or public
announcements about product compatibility appearing in Lexis-Nexis Academic
Database, which contains news from leading news sources such as PR Newswire and
Business Wire, from year 2001 to year 2008. This period was chosen to avoid possible
confounding effect of the dot-com bubble (i.e., 1997-2000). Excerpts from representative
product compatibility announcements in our sample are included in Appendix B. The
data screening and filtering process for announcements is described in Table 1 shown on
the next page. Our final sample consisted of firms primarily in the following industry
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sectors – Electronic computers, Semiconductors and related devices, Computer peripheral
equipment, Computer storage devices, Telephone and telegraph apparatus, Radio and
television broadcasting and communications equipment, prepackaged software, and
Computer programming, data processing etc. Table 2 shows the yearly distribution of the
announcements in the sample.
Dependent Variable
This study uses an event study approach, a common method for estimating the
impact of a specific event on the value of the firm, to test the hypotheses. Such an impact
is reflected by the changes in the share price of the firm’s stock. Event studies are based
on the assumptions that capital markets operate efficiently and that all information
available to the market can be incorporated into the stock price. Consequently, as new
information is introduced to the market in the form of the firm’s announcements about its
strategies, operations, and performances, the market should quickly incorporate the new
information into its stock price (Malkiel, 2003; Malkiel & Fama, 1970). Unlike direct
productivity measures or other firm-level financial performance measures that may
require many months to gather, the impact of the event on the firm’s stock price can be
observed over a relatively short time window. The event study method has been widely
adopted in various disciplines to examine the impact of events on shareholder value and
risks. In particular, IS researchers have examined abnormal returns on stock prices and
short-term changes in market value caused by IT-related events such as e-commerce
announcements (e.g., Dewan & Ren, 2007; Subramani & Walden, 2001), announcements
of transformational IT investments (Dehning, Richardson, & Zmud, 2003),
announcements of CIO positions and hires (Chatterjee et al., 2001) and BPO
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Table 1
Data Screening Process

Number of
events
remaining

Filter

Initial search for news releases or announcements about product
compatibility in LexisNexis Academic Database from 2001 to 2008
with keywords “enhance or obtain or achieve or improve or gain or
increase”, “product”, and “compatible or interoperable”.

3238

Content analysis by two coders to identify announcements with focus
on product compatibility or interoperability. Irrelevant announcements
and those with no specific product or new product introductions
deleted.

479

Private firms or firms not traded at an exchange in USA deleted

386

Firms with less than 60 days trading history; or less than $1 average
price; or less than 50 K average daily trading volume around the event
date deleted

360

Duplicate announcements about the same event deleted

353

Firms with confounding effects such as earnings announcements,
mergers and acquisitions and board of director appointments within a
window of 2 days before the event and one day after the event deleted

344

Firms with missing data on control variables deleted

271

Firms with top and bottom one percent of abnormal returns deleted

265
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announcements (Duan, Grover, & Balakrishnan, 2009).
Our dependent variable – abnormal return (AR) – is the short–term abnormal
return accruing from the product compatibility announcement to the focal firm. We
computed it as the difference between actual return of a firm’s stock and the expected
“normal” return E(Rit), which was estimated using Fama-French four-factor model
(Carhart, 1997; Fama & French, 1993). Fama-French 4-factor model has been adopted in
recent studies (Kalaignanam, Kushwaha, Steenkamp, & Tuli, 2013) to explain crosssectional differences in stock returns. The model is as follows:
𝐸(𝑅𝑖𝑡 ) = 𝛼̂𝑖 + 𝛽̂𝑖 𝑅𝑚𝑡 − + 𝛾̂𝑖 𝑆𝑀𝐵𝑡 + 𝛿̂𝑖 𝐻𝑀𝐿𝑡 + 𝜎̂𝑖 𝑈𝑀𝐷𝑡

(1)

where i and t index the firm and the date of return relative to the event respectively, 𝑅𝑚𝑡
represents the stock return of the benchmark portfolio, SMB (Small minus Big)
represents the Fama-French size factor, which measures the difference in returns between
small market-cap stocks and big market-cap stocks, HML (High minus Low) is the FamaFrench book-to-market factor measuring the difference in returns between low book-tomarket stocks and high book-to-market stocks, and UMD refers to the momentum factor
measuring the difference in returns between stocks with high past performance and low
past stock performance. The data on the daily stock prices was collected from CRSP
database (Center for Research in Security Prices) and the information about the FamaFrench factors was collected from Kenneth French’s website
(http://mba.tuck.dartmouth.edu/pages/faculty/ken.french/data_library.html). We
estimated this model over an estimation window of 120 days prior to the event, a window
that is consistent with estimation models used in prior research (e.g., Dewan & Ren,
2007).
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Table 2
Yearly Distribution of Announcements

Year

Number of events

2001

65

2002

30

2003

42

2004

47

2005

21

2006

29

2007

22

2008

9

The abnormal return on stock for the firm i on day t in the event window [T1, T2]
is given by the difference between the actual ex-post return and the expected predicted
return from the model in (1) as follows:
ARit = Rit – 𝐸(𝑅𝑖𝑡 ) for t ε [T1, T2]

(2)

We then accumulated the daily abnormal return over the event window to obtain
cumulative abnormal return over multiple event windows and assessed the significance of
the abnormal returns using the Patell’s Z test that considers cross-sectional variance.
Independent Variables and Control Variables
For each announcement in the sample, two authors independently performed a
content analysis to identify the compatibility strategy of the focal firm (i.e., whether the
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compatibility strategy was proactive), the inter-firm approach taken in the initiative,
completion status of the compatibility initiative at the time of announcement, the focal
firm, the target firm or alliance, and the focal firm’s product (i.e., the focal product in the
announcement). Based on such information, the following independent variables were
coded.
ProactiveStrategy is a dummy variable indicating whether the focal firm adopted
a proactive compatibility strategy as evidenced in the announcement. We coded this
variable based on the information contained in the announcement and whenever possible
verified the information from several alternatives sources such as company website,
company news releases and news articles etc. ProactiveStrategy takes the value 1 if the
announcement indicates the focal firm is becoming compatible with an emerging
technology, a newly launched complementary product, an early-stage standard, or is one
of the first firms to become compatible with an existing product and 0 otherwise. Interrater reliability analysis was performed to determine the consistency between coders.
The kappa coefficient for the initial coding of ProactiveStrategy was 0.95 (p < 0.001),
above the recommended threshold of .80 (Landis & Koch, 1977). The two authors
reconciled the discrepancies in the initial coding and reached an agreement.
We used two dummy variables – Dyadic and CreateMultifirm – to represent the
three inter-firm approaches used by focal firms in their initiatives. Dyadic is a dummy
variable that takes the value 1 if the focal firm’s compatibility initiative involved a dyadic
relationship with a target firm. CreateMultifirm is a dummy variable that takes the value
1 if the initiative involved the focal firm creating a multi-firm alliance such leading a
standard setting program or launching its own alliance program. Both Dyadic and
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CreateMultifirm are coded as 0 if the focal firm’s compatibility approach involves
participating in an existing multi-firm initiative such as an alliance program or a
certification program. The kappa coefficient for the initial coding for Dyadic was 0.95 (p
< 0.001) and for CreateMultifirm was 0.93 (p < 0.001).
Achieved is a dummy variable indicating the status of the compatibility initiative
at the time of the announcement, which takes the value 1 if the focal firm has already
made its product compatible with the target product at the time of announcement and 0 if
the initiative was just launched and the focal firm was planning to achieve compatibility
for its product in the future. For example, if the firm announces that it has initiated
efforts to collaborate with another firm so that in the future the two firms’ products will
be interoperable, Achieved was coded as 0. On the other hand, if the firm’s product has
already passed compatibility test and become certified for its interoperability with
another product, Achieved was coded as 1. The kappa coefficient for the initial coding of
Achieved was 0.91 (p < 0.001).
In addition to the above independent variables, we controlled for the following
announcement-level (FocalProductSoftware, NoApproachInformation, Time), firm-level
(FirmSize, Diversification, Subsidiary, Trademarks, ProspectorStrategy,
AnalyzerStrategy) and industry–level factors (IndustryConcentration) that might
influence the market value of a firm’s equity.
Since many companies make a variety of products (such as Microsoft, Samsung),
the focal product in the compatibility announcement may be different from what is
indicated by the primary SIC code of a company. The production process and
distribution of the software products differ from hardware products because software
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products are “digital or information goods with a corresponding theoretical marginal cost
of zero” (Gallaugher & Wang, 2002, p. 304). The negligible marginal cost in software
production allows firm producing software to adopt more flexible marketing strategies
and business models than firms producing hardware products (Bakos & Brynjolfsson,
1999; Shapiro & Varian, 1998). In addition, to make existing software compatible with
other products, the firm needs to invest programming resources in modifying the existing
code but may not need to invest in additional equipment and materials. And its existing
customers can remotely download and install software patches to obtain the benefits from
the newly achieved compatibility. However, to make existing hardware products
compatible with other products, the firm incurs greater cost (both fixed cost and marginal
cost) in modifying the design, manufacturing, and assembling the modified products.
Furthermore, the firm may face the possibility that the earlier models of the hardware
product may become obsolete once the newer, compatible model is made available to
customers, leading to lost revenue and additional inventory cost. These above differences
between the software and hardware products may influence the investor’s perception of
the product compatibility announcements, so we control for the product-level dummy
variable FocalProductSoftware that indicates whether the focal product is a software
product. If so, it takes the value 1 and 0 for other products. We coded this variable based
on the product name mentioned in the news and the product description from several
sources such as company websites, company news releases, third-party websites, etc. For
some announcements, the inter-firm approach taken to implement the initiative could not
be inferred clearly from the announcements and we coded NoApproachInformation as 1.
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We controlled for timing of the announcement using Time computed as the natural log of
the number of years between January 1, 2001 and the announcement date.
FirmSize was computed as the log of sales in the year prior to the announcement
year (Aggarwal et al., 2011), which was obtained from the Compustat database.
Diversification of a firm represents the extent to which a firm operates in multiple
lines of business. Previous research in strategic management has indicated that firm
diversification may negatively influence the return and risk in the stock market (e.g.,
Chang & Thomas, 1989). We measured firm’s diversification as a dummy variable
Diversification coded as 1 if the focal firm had operations in more than one SIC codes
based on the company information from Compustat database. Subsidiary is a dummy
variable that is coded as 1 to indicate if the focal firm in the compatibility initiative is a
subsidiary of another firm. This information is collected from the announcement and
verified by searching the company profile.
Given that some firms have a narrower product portfolio whereas others have a
broader product portfolio, the market reaction to their compatibility initiative about one
product may be different. Trademarks describe and distinguish the products in the
marketplace and are considered important intangible assets that impacts overall market
value of the firm (Seethamraju, 2003) and survival rates for high-tech firms (Srinivasan,
Lilien, & Rangaswamy, 2008). Variable Trademarks was used to control for the product
portfolio of the focal firm and measured by the natural logarithm of the number of active
trademarks possessed by the focal firm in the year of the event.
In addition, we controlled for the strategic orientation of the focal firm using two
dummy variables ProspectorStrategy and AnalyzerStrategy representing the Miles and
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Snow classification of the firm strategy of Prospectors, Analyzers and Defenders (Miles
& Snow, 1978). Firms with different strategic orientations differ along the following
dimensions: (1) risk disposition, (2) innovativeness, and (3) operational efficiency
(Grover & Saeed, 2004; Segars, Grover, & Kettinger, 1994). Following the approaches
in prior research (Segars et al., 1994), we derived the strategic orientation of the focal
firm by performing a cluster analysis on the secondary accounting data associated with
the focal firm in the year prior to the announcement. We operationalized these
dimensions as follows. Risk disposition is operationalized in terms of Current ratio
(current assets over current liabilities) and Quick Ratio (short term receivables over
current liabilities). Innovativeness is operationalized in terms of Research and
Development intensity (R&D expense over total sales) and Slack resources (sales over
total assets and sales over working capital). Operational efficiency is measured using
Cost efficiency (sales over cost of goods sold) and Co-ordination efficiency (general and
administrative costs over total sales). Prospectors usually have low degrees of risk
disposition and operational efficiency, and have high degree of innovativeness. On the
other hand, the Defenders usually have high degrees of risk disposition and operational
efficiency, and low degree of innovativeness. The Analyzers usually lie somewhere
between Prospectors and Defenders along these dimensions. K-means algorithm in SAS
Enterprise Miner software was used to group the focal firms where the value of k was
determined by using Wards algorithm. If the firm belonged to the Prospector cluster the
dummy variables ProspectorStrategy was coded as 1, and otherwise 0. Similarly, if the
firm belonged to the Analyzer cluster variable, AnalyzerStrategy were coded as 1 and
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otherwise 0. Both ProspectorStrategy and AnalyzerStrategy are coded as 0 if the firm
belonged to the Defender strategy cluster.
We controlled for industry competition using IndustryConcentration measured by
CR4, which is a common measure used in previous studies (e.g., Bharadwaj, Bharadwaj,
& Konsynski, 1999) to indicate the extent of control the four largest firms have on the
market. Lower values of IndustryConcentration indicate higher level of competition in
the market. The data was collected from the United States Census Bureau website
matched by the 6 digit NAICS code of the focal firm.
We then conducted a regression analysis on abnormal returns (AR) to identify the
factors that influence the abnormal return a firm obtained from its compatibility
announcement and test our hypotheses. Our regression model is as follows:
ARi = β0 + β1 ProactiveStrategyi + β2 Dyadici + β3 CreateMultifirmi + β4
Achievedi + β5 NoApproachInformationi + β6 Timei + β7
FocalProductSoftwarei + β8 FirmSizei + β9 Diversificationi + β10
Subsidiaryi + β11 IndustryConcentrationi + β12 ProspectorStrategyi + β13
AnalyzerStrategyi + β14 Trademarksi + εi
Results
Impact of Product Compatibility Announcements on Shareholder Value
We initially examined the daily average abnormal returns for the firms in our
sample for an event window of 3 trading days around the event day [-1,+1], with 120
estimation days prior to the event with Fama-French four-factor model. The crosssectional variance-adjusted Patell’s Z test statistic for cumulative abnormal returns on the
event day (day 0) is significant (1.93, p < 0.05). However, we do not find significant
abnormal returns (p > 0.10) on any other day before the event or after the event, thus
resulting in an event window of one day (i.e., event day itself). The abnormal returns on
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event day ranged from -9.21% to 13.14% with a .34% mean abnormal return. 52.3% of
the announcements were associated with positive abnormal returns on the day of the
announcement. Our results suggest that the shareholder value was adjusted rapidly after
the announcements. However, it is interesting to note that although a majority of the
announcement received positive abnormal returns, there was some variation in the stock
market reaction to the product compatibility announcements and about 47.7% of the
announcements received a negative reaction. In the next section, we report the results of
cross-sectional analyses with the independent factors and control variables, which may
help explain this variation in the stock market reaction.
Hypothesis Testing
To test our hypotheses, we conducted cross-sectional regression analysis with abnormal
returns on the event day as the dependent variable3 to capture the market reaction that
may occur shortly after the event (e.g., MacKinlay, 1997). McWilliams and Siegel
(1997) recommend that the event window should be kept as short as possible, and
additional days should be included in the event window only if the correlation between
the additional day and the event day is significant. In our data set, the abnormal return on
the event day is not significantly correlated with that on the day before the event
(Pearson's r = -0.10, p = n.s.) or with the abnormal return on the day after the event
(Pearson's r = 0.06, p = n.s.); hence, we chose the abnormal return on the event day as the
dependent variable in the cross-sectional regression analysis. The summary statistics and
correlations of the key variables for the hypothesis testing are reported in Tables 3 and 4
respectively.
3

We dropped the observations with top and bottom 1% of the dependent variable and
for those that the control variables were missing.
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The results of hypotheses testing are summarized in Table 5. Model 1, in Table 5,
consists of control variables only. Model 2 consists of control variables and independent
variables ProactiveStrategy, Dyadic, CreateMultifirm, and Achieved. Results indicate
that multicollinearity is unlikely to be an issue as the highest variance inflation factor
(VIF) value in the two models is 2.10, well below the commonly used cut-off value of 10.
Model 3 represents the hypothesis tests estimated with generalized estimation equation
approach to account for unobserved firm-specific characteristics due to possible
correlation among the announcements associated the same focal firm. The significance
level and the magnitude of coefficient estimates are consistent across models.
Consistent with H1, ProactiveStrategy significantly and positively influences the
abnormal return (β = 0.0083, p < 0.05), indicating that, all else being equal, firms
adopting a proactive strategy in the initiative will obtain abnormal returns that are 0.8%
higher than the firms that do not adopt a proactive compatibility strategy. In other words,
investors perceive a firm using a proactive product strategy toward the product
compatibility more favorably than a firm with a reactor compatibility strategy.
In support of H2b, we find that the parameter estimate of CreateMultifirm is significantly
negative (β = -0.013, p < 0.05), indicating that the firms creating new multi-firm
compatibility alliances are perceived less favorably by investors than the firms that joined
an existing multi-firm compatibility initiative. Somewhat surprisingly, our results
indicated no significant difference between the dyadic approach and the approach of
joining an existing multi-firm initiative as the parameter estimate for Dyadic is
insignificant (β = 0.001, p = n.s.). Hence, H2a was not supported. Possible reasons for
this unexpected result could be that when firms engage in a dyadic relationship, they
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work closely with each other, which helps nurture trust and relational capital and balance
the conflicting goals of learning from the partner while protecting their own core
knowledge and intellectual property from being accessed and appropriated by the partner
(J. H. Dyer & Singh, 1998; Kale, Singh, & Perlmutter, 2000). Further, in dyadic
relationships, a firm may refrain from engaging in opportunistic and self-interested
actions and invest resources in strengthening the relationship if the expected payoff of
future collaboration with the partner is high (e.g., Parkhe, 1993). Consequently, firms in
dyadic relationships may benefit from sharing valuable specialized knowledge with
partners migrating some of the advantages that multi-firm initiatives might offer as
argued in H2a.
The parameter estimate for Achieved is significant and negative (β = -0.0119, p <
0.05), supporting H3 and indicating that announcements of recently launched
compatibility initiatives tend to result in higher abnormal returns than those of completed
initiatives. Consistent with the investor maxim “Buy on the rumor, sell on the news”,
investors react more positively to announcements about the firm’s intention to achieve
compatibility in the future than those about the actual achievement of compatibility.
Validation Checks
Alternate Models of Calculating Short-Term Abnormal Returns. To examine
the stability of the short-tern abnormal returns, we estimated the short-term abnormal
returns using Fama-French four-factor model for 180 days in addition to the previously
reported estimation window of 120 days. Result for hypotheses testing with Fama-
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Table 3
Definition of Variables

Variable

Range

Definition

1
2

AR %
ProactiveStrategy

[-9.21, 13.14]
Dummy Coded

3
4
5

Dyadic
CreateMultifirm
Achieved

Dummy Coded
Dummy Coded
Dummy Coded

6

NoApproachInformation

Dummy Coded

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Time
FocalProductSoftware
Firm Size
Diversification
Subsidiary
IndustryConcentration
ProspectorStrategy
AnalyzerStrategy
Trademarks

[-3.22, 2.05]
Dummy Coded
[2.16, 11.52]
Dummy Coded
Dummy Coded
[0, 86.90]
Dummy Coded
Dummy Coded
[0, 6.82]

Abnormal Return
Whether the firm follows a proactive product compatibility strategy relative to
its competitors
Whether the compatibility initiative is dyadic
Whether focal firm created a new multi-firm compatibility initiative
Whether the announcement is made after the firm had already achieved or
completed the product compatibility
Announcement provided no information about how the compatibility
was/would be achieved
Natural log of number of years since January 1 2001
Whether the product associated with the initiative is a software product
Natural log of the firm’s total sales in the year prior to the event
Whether the firm lists more than one SIC codes
Whether the focal firm is a subsidiary of another firm
4-firm concentration ratio of NAICS 6-digit industry segment
Focal firm’s strategy coded by cluster analysis as Prospector strategy
Focal firm’s strategy coded by cluster analysis as Analyzer strategy
Natural log of the number of active trademarks possessed by the focal firm in
the year of the event
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Table 4
Correlation Table

Variable

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1 AR %
2 ProactiveStrategy

0.11

3 Dyadic

0.06 -0.16

4 CreateMultifirm

-0.03

5 Achieved

-0.11 -0.03 -0.23 -0.40

6 NoApproachInformation
7 Time
8 FocalProductSoftware

0.03
-0.18

0.07 -0.13
0.09 -0.29 -0.11
0.04 -0.06

0.07 -0.01 -0.03

0.14

0.02 -0.03

0.02 -0.03

-0.06

0.15 -0.08

0.10 -0.06

0.02

10 Diversification

-0.03

0.17 -0.09

0.19 -0.04 -0.07

11 Subsidiary

-0.04

0.13 -0.07 -0.03 -0.07

0.18

12 IndustryConcentration

-0.02

0.01 -0.02 -0.05

13 ProspectorStrategy

-0.14

0.06 -0.09

9 Firm Size

14 AnalyzerStrategy
15 Trademarks

0.07 -0.07

0.12

0.10
-0.01

0.10

0.06 -0.07

0.02 -0.03

0.10 -0.01

0.04

0.23

0.09

0.20 -0.15

0.12

0.11

0.06

0.04 0.12

0.04 -0.02 -0.30

0.08 0.00

0.07

0.05

0.44 0.16

0.08 0.19

0.12 -0.07

0.01 -0.12 -0.21 -0.17 -0.24 0.03 -0.05 0.08 -0.31

0.14 -0.06

0.01

Note. Numbers greater than 0.10 or less than -0.10 are significant at p < 0.10.
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0.32

0.11

0.66 0.15 -0.12 0.02

0.31 -0.19

Table 5
Hypotheses Testing

Dependent Variable: AR

M1

M2

M3

M4

Intercept

0.0025

0.00945

-0.0157

0.0110

ProactiveStrategy

0.0083**

0.0083*

0.0092**

Dyadic

0.0010

0.001

0.0002

CreateMultifirm

-0.0133**

-0.0133**

-0.0155**

Achieved

-0.0119**

-0.0119**

-0.0130**

NoApproachInformation

0.0036

0.0040

0.004

0.0042

Time

-0.0058**

-0.0056**

-0.0056**

-0.0052**

Focal Product Software

0.0040

0.0045

0.0045

0.0045

FirmSize

-0.0005

-0.0007

-0.0007

-0.0008

Diversification

0.0038

0.0038

0.0038

0.00257

Subsidiary

-0.0021

-0.0110

-0.0110

-0.0098

IndustryConcentration

0.0000

0.000

0.0001

0.0000

ProspectorStrategy

-0.0088*

-0.0094**

-0.0094**

-0.0092*

AnalyzerStrategy

0.0049

0.0027

0.0027

0.0018

Trademarks

0.0024**

0.0022

0.0022

0.0022

0.0617*

0.0947**

R

2

0.0963**

Note. N = 265; Unstandardized regression coefficients are shown and heteroscedasticity
consistent standard errors are in parentheses; ** p < 0.01. * p < 0.05. + p < 0.1.

French four-factor abnormal returns for 180 days as dependent variable is presented in
Model 4 in Table 5, which shows that the substantial conclusions about the
hypothesized relationships remain the same suggesting that the results are not a function
of the specific benchmark models used for estimating short-term abnormal returns.
We also estimated the Market-adjusted model as well as Fama-French three-factor
model over estimation windows of 120 days and 180 days prior to the event window.
The Pearson correlation between the previously reported event day short-term abnormal
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returns and these alternate benchmark models are 0.95, 0.95, 0.99, and 0.98 respectively,
indicating that short-term abnormal returns are consistent over alternative estimation
windows and benchmark models. The results of hypothesis testing with these alternative
benchmark models were similar to above.
Long-Term Abnormal Returns. Following previous event studies (e.g.,
Hendricks & Singhal, 2001; Kalaignanam et al., 2013), we estimate the long-term
abnormal returns to check if the market incorporates the performance implications of
the product compatibility announcements in the share price quickly and efficiently. The
efficient market hypothesis will hold true for our sample if the long-term abnormal
returns for the firm taking product compatibility initiatives in our sample is not
significantly different from a comparison benchmark. The two most common approaches
used in previous studies to estimate long-term abnormal returns are (1) buy and hold
abnormal returns (BHAR) model and (2) calendar-time portfolio model (Hendricks &
Singhal, 2001). In the BHAR methodology, the abnormal return is calculated as the
difference between the buy and hold returns of the sample firm and the buy and hold
return of a benchmark firm/portfolio (Barber & Lyon, 1997). The t-statistics of the
BHAR analysis of the sample firms with Fama-French benchmark portfolio is not
significant (p >0.10). Since the BHAR analysis is reported to be sensitive to the crosssectional dependence, we also estimated the long-term abnormal returns using calendartime portfolio methodology with Fama-French three-factor model over the period of one
year, three years, and five years after the event (Fama, 1998; Mitchell & Stafford, 2000).
The intercept term of the model represents the abnormal return that could not be
explained by the risk-factor model used to predict expected returns of the portfolio of
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sample firms. The intercept terms for all of the above models were found to be
statistically insignificant. This result is consistent with previous event studies (e.g.,
Hendricks & Singhal, 2001; Kalaignanam et al., 2013), suggesting that the market
follows the efficient market hypothesis as expected and captures most of the wealth
effects of the product compatibility close to the announcements.
Discussion
This research demonstrates that compatibility decisions are not only technical
decisions but also strategic decisions that can influence the market position of the firm.
To date there has been a lack of research that empirically assesses the value of product
compatibility initiatives. Building upon prior economics and IS research on
compatibility, strategy literature on inter-firm relationships, marketing, and finance
literatures on signaling effects of firms’ announcements, this study adopts the event study
methodology to investigate how investors’ reactions to compatibility initiatives vary
depending on the product compatibility strategy, the inter-firm approach, and the timing
of compatibility announcements on firm performance and value.
First, the impact of product compatibility strategy on the payoffs of compatibility
decisions has not been explicitly investigated in the literature. Recognizing the product
and consumer based advantages of a proactive stance taken by a firm in new product
development, we hypothesize and empirically validate that in general, firms that try to be
strategically preemptive in product compatibility can expect higher payoff from these
initiatives compared to firms with a reactive stance in compatibility. This suggests that
firms need to be constantly scanning their competitive environment to identify likely new
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products, emerging technologies, and newly developed standards and turn such market
intelligence into compatibility initiatives.
Secondly, our findings indicate that joining an existing multi-firm compatibility
initiative has a more positive impact on shareholders’ response than creating a new one.
The implication is that when firms make a decision about how to achieve compatibility of
their products, they may consider participating in on-going initiatives of related products
rather than planning to launch their own initiative from scratch, which may be considered
by investors to be excessively risky. In essence, bandwagon behavior appears to be
rewarded by the market in the short term. We also find the market does not seem to react
differently to those firms joining dyadic initiatives and those joining multi-firm initiatives
that involve more than two firms despite the larger size of the product network created by
multi-firm initiatives. This finding may be attributable to the focus on relationship
building and more cooperative behavior by each partner in a dyadic relationship, which
may not exist at the same level in a multi-firm relationship. The market seems to value
both relational and network-related benefits and does not appear to reward one over the
other.
Thirdly, timing of the compatibility initiative relative to its completion status as
conveyed in each announcement influences the stock market reaction. Recently launched
compatibility initiatives tend to receive more positive reactions from investors. Such a
differential signaling effect of when to publicly announce compatibility initiatives has not
been addressed in the compatibility literature but has important practical implications to
firms, which need to be aware of the investment pattern “buy on the rumor, sell on the
news”. Firms should publicize their compatibility decisions as soon as they are made to
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improve short-term firm value. Clearly, it behooves IT vendors to have a plan for timing
their product compatibility announcements. Consistent with recent corporate efforts to
manage software development and release planning as a portfolio (Simon, Fischbach, &
Schoder, 2010), compatibility moves might also need to be deliberately managed in a
company’s product portfolio so that these announcements would have the most market
payoff.
Furthermore, this study emphasizes the existence and implications of various
inter-firm approaches that can be used to implement compatibility actions.
Fundamentally, establishing compatibility with products from other firms forces firms to
deliberate on what inter-firm arrangements can help them better compete in terms of risk
reduction, resource sharing, relationship building, and influence over other firms. Our
findings indicate the market tends to reward a firm that is enhancing its own products’
interoperability through working with other firms rather than a firm that is trying to
deliberately influence other firms’ behavior by making their products compatible with its
own product.
Overall, the market rewards the benefit of a firm’s proactive compatibility
strategy and early announcements of its recently launched initiatives despite the risks
involved because the market is aware of the strong control the firm has over its own
allocation of resources and efforts, which can mitigate the risks to some extent.
However, when the risk arises from the reliance on other firms’ cooperative behavior, the
market recognizes the lack of control the firm has over other firms’ actions and may
consider the risk excessive. Hence, the market is less likely to favor a firm’s decision of
creating a new multi-firm compatibility initiative from scratch. Future research may
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delve into these trade-offs and gain a deeper understanding of the importance of interfirm resource dependency as well as the balance between cooperation and competition in
achieving product compatibilities.
We also recognize that this study has the following limitations and identify how
future research may help extend this study. The performance measure in this study is
abnormal stock returns, which to a large extent are based on the market perception of
compatibility decisions. Abnormal returns serve as a less direct measure of the impact of
compatibility decisions than sales, market share, and product-specific performance
indicators. Although these measures will allow us to more accurately assess the direct
impact of product compatibilities, such data are not readily accessible from publicly
available sources.
Also, as with many event studies, this research may be prone to selection bias
because the sample consists of only the compatibility initiatives voluntarily announced by
public firms. These firms may not be representative of the overall population, limiting
the generalizability of our findings to all firms. Future research may consider also
including private firms, collecting their objective and subjective performance data using
surveys and archival data.
In addition, future research may focus on firms’ compatibility strategies over time
and identify the determinants of these strategies such as senior executive influence and
R&D capabilities as well as the impact of these strategies on firms’ growth. Moreover,
this study looks at the positive impact of compatibility initiatives; it would be interesting
to examine in a future study if there are negative impacts of failing to achieve
compatibility when it is expected.
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Recently, firm strategy in platform-based competition has attracted increasing
attention in research, as there is a rising trend in offering products and services based on
technological platforms (Eisenmann, Parker, & Van Alstyne, 2011). Because the value
of platforms increases with complementary products working effectively on platforms,
the compatibility between platforms and complementary products is critical to firm
strategies in platform markets. For example, a platform provider may enter the market of
another platform through offering compatible complementary products that are originally
offered by partnering providers (Eisenmann et al., 2011). Therefore, studies on firm
strategy as to when and how to initiate product compatibility endeavors, like what we
examine in this study, will extend this line of research and offer promise to future
researchers.
Moreover, our research also adds value to the argument about the field of
information systems as a reference discipline for new product development. As
Nambisan (2003) states, information technology has been increasingly become a trigger
for and even a component in developing new products in various industries in addition to
IT industry, the new product development strategy including process and methods (e.g.,
inter-firm approach) is bound to be affected by IT product strategy. As a result, IT
product compatibility strategy is likely to become an important factor for consideration in
designing and commercializing new products. Hence our initial efforts here in studying
such a strategy should support and expand the argument for the information systems as a
reference discipline for new product development.
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Conclusion
As product compatibility is becoming increasingly important, especially in IT
industry, this study empirically assesses the factors that influence the business value of IT
product compatibility initiatives with respect to product compatibility strategy, inter-firm
compatibility approaches, and when to announce compatibility initiatives. To improve its
shareholder value, firms need to be aware of the nuances associated with the “what”,
“how”, and “when” elements of their product compatibility initiatives.
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Chapter 3 - Impact of Information Quality and System Quality on Open Data
Mobile App Adoption
Abstract
As mobile technology becomes a critical part of everyday life, it is important to
understand the factors that influence the adoption of mobile apps. This study of mobile
apps is in the context of open data that make use of government provided data to deliver
information to individuals. Drawing from IS Success literature, this study views the open
data mobile app as an IT artifact of an information processing system. Specifically, we
focus on the effect of an open data mobile app’s information quality and system quality
on its adoption. We empirically investigate how the dimensions of information quality
(i.e., completeness, currency, and format) and system quality (i.e., accessibility and
integration) of the app gauged from preadoption information cues available to consumers,
influences open data mobile app adoption. The results suggest that the open data mobile
apps that are accessible in an offline mode, able to integrate information from other
individual users of the apps, and capable of providing more complete and current
information have greater adoptions than other open data apps. The results of the study
offer practical insights to app developers developing the apps, assist marketers who
design advertising for the apps, enlighten government agencies providing the open data,
and advice organizations providing infrastructure and services associated with open data.
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Introduction
The mobile app market is growing rapidly with Google Android and Apple iOS
emerging as the leading platform providers each with more than 1.4 million apps to
choose from (http://www.statista.com/). Mobile apps generate revenue in multiple ways
such as pay-per-download, in-app purchase, subscriptions, and in-app advertising and it is
expected that the revenue generated from mobile apps will reach $46 billion in 2016
(ABI research, 2011). Hence, a better understanding of mobile app success factors is of
economic importance for various stakeholders such as app providers, developers, and
advertisers. While the overall app market size is growing (Gartner, 2013), it is a very
competitive market and market research reports have found that many apps receive little
attention and few downloads from potential users. For example, Deloitte research shows
that about 80% of the apps get less than 1,000 downloads (Deloitte, 2012).
The proximate and spurious nature of mobile app adoption involves identifying an
array of choices, evaluating them, and selecting an app that best meets the user’s needs.
In this typically quick evaluation and selection process, potential adopters rely on
information cues such as app descriptions, screenshots, user ratings, and marketing
videos etc. that are presented in app stores information or other sources. Understanding
how app adopters are influenced by the information cues available to them prior to
adoption is an insight that mobile app marketers need to know. Such knowledge benefits
the design, development, and marketing of app. The better these aspects are well honed,
the more likely a potential adopter selects the app. Gaining this knowledge is particularly
important given the low rate of adoption of most apps. Hence, in this essay, we explore
the question: what factors affect consumers’ decision to adopt a mobile app?
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Prior research on mobile apps has taken the developer’s perspective and examined issues
such as structure of the app market, business models, and competition among apps (Dhar
& Varshney, 2011; B. Li, Singh, & Wang, 2014; Xia, Rost, & Holmquist, 2010). Some
studies view mobile apps as products and study the impact of pricing strategies (e.g., Liu,
Au, & Choi, 2014) and product portfolio management (Lee & Raghu, 2014) on app
success. In addition, researchers have looked at how social aspects such as app ratings
and reviews (e.g., Liu & Brandyberry, 2014), developer characteristics (Lee & Raghu,
2014), and ranking in top charts (Carare, 2012) impact app success. Overall, previous
research on mobile app adoption has mostly focused on external factors that may impact
app adoption or success and in doing so, treated the application itself as a black box
rather than an IT artifact.
Mobile apps have become a popular channel to deliver information content and
services to consumers. Consumers often rely on mobile apps to satisfy information needs
related to such activities as commuting, parking, travel, and finding places to eat. It is
well documented that mobile phone users are growing dependent on their device for
immediate answers to their queries. People expect the availability of mobile apps to
address their immediate information needs.
Little research has focused on the informational aspects of a mobile app artifact or
the cues that user interpret about this artifact as they quickly evaluate an app (an
information system) to meet their informational need. One stream of research (e.g.,
Chen, Sivo, Seilhamer, Sugar, & Mao, 2013; López-Nicolás, Molina-Castillo, &
Bouwman, 2008; Mallat, Rossi, Tuunainen, & Öörni, 2009) has considered mobile app
adoption from the perspective of Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, Bagozzi,
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& Warshaw, 1989) and its extension - Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis, 2003). However, while
technology acceptance models provide parsimonious ways for explaining user behavior
and intentions to use IT in a variety of IS adoption settings at a high level of abstraction,
the TAM model’s generality of independent variables (usefulness, ease of use, etc.)
provide little actionable insights to the system designers and developers about the
characteristics of the apps that are most desirable to the users driving the likelihood of
adopting an app (Mathieson, 1991). For example, in the context of mobile apps,
perceived ease of use is typically assumed and less likely to be relevant determining
factor, as most mobile apps today are very easy to use and integrated into an existing
platform (such as iOS or Android) that users are very familiar. Moreover, perceived
usefulness does not necessarily capture, at a granular level, the distinct factors that the
potential consumers might consider in an adoption decision (e.g., sources of information,
frequency of information update, ability to work offline etc. ).
Furthermore, mobile app adoption is similar to a consumer making a product
purchase decision in an online shopping context. A user trying to make a mobile app
adoption decision typically faces a lot of similar product (app) choices and has access to
information cues about the products (apps) such as descriptions, user ratings, product
images and demo. In the context of mobile app adoption, as shown by research in online
shopping context (e.g., Duan, Gu, & Whinston, 2008; Pavlou & Dimoka, 2006; Zhu &
Zhang, 2010) we expect potential mobile app users to rely on the information cues
available to them to assess the unobservable product quality and value of the app before
they choose the app they believe is likely to meet their needs, download, and use the app.
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Although cues such as app ranking, ratings, and reviews about apps have been examined
in prior studies, cues associated with the IT artifact aspect of mobile apps have received
little attention in the existing literature. Specifically, due to the ‘mobile’, ubiquitous and
personal nature of ‘mobile’ devices, many apps are designed to meet users’ information
needs on the go with an emphasis on information processing and delivery for specific
search goals. Therefore, the information delivery aspect of mobile apps is particularly
important in potential users’ assessment and adoption decision making.
One promising way to assess the information delivery aspect of mobile apps is to
view the mobile app as an information processing system (system) that satisfies the user’s
need for information (output) and consider the aspect of the system quality and the
information quality to represent the quality and value of the app to the user. Existing
literature on the IS Success Model has shown, in the organizational IS context, that
information quality and system quality have a significant influence on the user’s
perceptions about the IT system and are important antecedents of system use and user
satisfaction with the system (DeLone & McLean, 1992, 2003; Nelson, Todd, & Wixom,
2005). These findings consistently show that users are capable of recognizing the value
of information that they receive from the system after they have been exposed to various
features of the system. They are also able to factor in the quality assessment in their
decision to use the system further.
However, in the case of organizational software systems, such as enterprise
systems, individual user’s exposure to the system and its features often did not occur until
after the organization had adopted the system and it was available for widespread use by
the members of the organization. It is typically not feasible for users of enterprise
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systems to assess system quality and information quality of organizational information
systems prior to adoption and actual use. Hence, the DeLone and McLean model (1992,
2003), which was primarily conceived at the organizational level, is not commonly used
to explain user adoption at the individual level. Divergently, due to the unique personal
nature of mobile apps and, importantly, the availability of information about apps
provided to potential users before adoption such as app descriptions, screen shots, user
reviews, it is possible and prudent for potential users to conduct an initial assessment of
characteristics of the perceived system quality and information quality of the apps, which
will influence their app adoption decision. Therefore, in this study we draw upon the
literature on IS Success Model to examine the dimensions of information quality and
system quality as the antecedents of mobile app adoption by individuals.
We do so in the context of open data mobile apps for the following reasons. Open
data stands for the “data that can be freely used, reused and redistributed by anyone subject only to the requirement to attribute and/or share-alike”
(http://opendefinition.org/). Open data in government refers to making data generated by
government transactions and sources available publically in a usable format. Recently
there has been a rise in mobile apps developed by government agencies and third parties
that mash open data from different sources to enhance citizens’ experience by offering
alternate and convenient ways to use government information. For example, transit or
commuting related apps make it easier for the users to look up and track the buses or
trains by pulling the data from the transit agencies and providing access to this real time
information to the users in a convenient form where users can get a filtered and more
customized view of the government data suited to their needs. In addition, many mobile
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app developers use the open government data as part of their services to enhance the
quality of information delivered by the app. For example, restaurant locator apps such as
Yelp combine food inspection data from government’s open data platforms with the
customer reviews about restaurants thus this integration provides valuable proximate
information for users. Overall, the information delivery aspects of apps are especially
salient in open data apps and evaluation of such apps places emphasis on the information
processing capability and the information output of the apps. Hence, open data apps with
their data transparency, and emphasis on information delivery serve as a particularly
suitable context for this study. In addition, open data apps serve as an important avenue
for effective use of open data, which has been under-studied in the existing open data
literature.
We identify the various dimensions of system quality and information quality that
are relevant in the open data mobile apps context and that can be assessed by potential
users based on the information cues available prior to adoption of the apps. We then
empirically examine the influence of these dimensions of system quality and information
quality on open data mobile app adoption. Our work contributes to the mobile app
literature by focusing on the information processing aspect of mobile apps by
investigating how the dimensions of system quality and information quality of mobile
apps influence app adoption.
This study extends the literature on IS Success Model, which was primarily used
to examine post adoption perception and use of organizational information systems, by
examining how pre-adoption information cues signaling information quality and system
quality of an information system influence the adoption decision of individuals.
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Practically, the findings of study provide actionable insights to app developers about the
key factors related to the app itself and the information delivered by the app that
influence the app’s adoption. Finally, the open data context is of practical relevance and
this study provides implications for a wide variety of stakeholders in the open data
ecosystem including the government, citizens, and organizations providing open data
related products and services.
Literature Review
Mobile apps
Mobile apps are ‘a type of software that allows the user to perform a specific task
that can be installed and run on a range of portable digital devices such as smartphones
and tablets’ (Liu et al., 2014, p. 327). Given the ubiquity of mobile devices such as
smartphones and tablets, mobile apps allow users to access relevant information on the go
for various needs ranging from finding touristic points of interest, selecting a restaurant to
finding a parking space. The increasingly widespread adoption of mobile apps is creating
economic opportunities for many stakeholders in mobile ecosystems such as network
operators, device manufacturers, app developers, and advertisers (Anthes, 2011; Xia et
al., 2010).
Prior research on mobile apps has primarily taken the developer’s perspective. At
a macro level, some studies have examined the structure of the app market (Dhar &
Varshney, 2011; Xia et al., 2010) as well as the competition and the spillover effect
between original apps and copycats apps (B. Li et al., 2014). Other studies have focused
on the marketing aspect of mobile apps such as pricing strategy and app portfolio
diversification. For example, the freemium model has been found to be effective for
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attracting customers to the paid version of an app and this effect is more salient for the
free versions with higher ratings but does not depend on a free version’s product ranking
(C. Z. Liu et al., 2014). In addition, app portfolio diversification, in terms of number of
categories and free vs. paid apps, is positively related with higher sales (Lee & Raghu,
2014). Furthermore, a few researchers have investigated the technical considerations
faced by app developers such as the mobile platform selection decision (B. Li et al.,
2014), feature updates (Lee & Raghu, 2014), runtime environments (Gavalas &
Economou, 2011), and app compatibility (Kim, Kim, & Lee, 2013). Overall, the existing
mobile apps research has identified a number of factors influencing the success of apps
such as price of the app (Liu et al., 2012), app ratings and reviews (e.g., F. Liu &
Brandyberry, 2014), app’s file size and number of screenshots (Lee & Raghu, 2014),
developer’s product portfolio and experience (Lee & Raghu, 2014; M. Li, Goh, &
Cavusoglu, 2013).
Furthermore, studies focusing on mobile technology adoption from the user’s
perspective have mainly based their work on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)
(Davis et al., 1989) or the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology
(UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al., 2003) and examined how factors such as perceived ease of
use, perceived usefulness, performance expectancy, social influence, and effort
expectancy influence use or intention to use mobile based services (e.g., Chen et al.,
2013; López-Nicolás et al., 2008; Mallat et al., 2009; Zhou, Lu, & Wang, 2010).
However, this stream of research tends to consider a mobile app as a black box with little
emphasis on specific design and quality attributes to the IT artifact, providing limited
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actionable insights on how these IT artifact characteristics influence users’ perceptions
about and attitude toward the apps.
Similar to a consumer making a product purchase decision to fulfill her purchase
goal, an app user deciding which app to adopt typically has a goal to achieve and seeks
utilitarian or hedonic value in their app selection. Thus, we expect that the app user’s
perception of the quality of the app and the value she can obtain from the app plays an
important role in the app adoption decision in the same way perceived product quality
and expected value have been found to be important for the consumer’s purchase choice
in marketing literature (e.g., Kirmani & Rao, 2000).
In the context of online shopping, consumers rely on information cues or
heuristics such as product descriptions, product pictures, product demonstrations, as well
as online ratings and reviews from other consumers when making their purchase
decisions (e.g., Duan et al., 2008; Pavlou & Dimoka, 2006; Zhu & Zhang, 2010).
Informational cues are typically available to a potential consumer to inform them about
the attributes of the product and help them in better decision making. In case of
ecommerce, research has shown that information cues such as product description, online
ratings, brand name and seller reputation are information cues that act as a signal of
product quality which was otherwise unobservable in the online shopping context
(Mandel & Johnson, 2002; Miyazaki, Grewal, & Goodstein, 2005). Such information
cues related to the IT artifact (app in this case) help consumers assess the unobservable
product quality of the app and the likelihood that the app will meet their specific needs,
which influences their purchase decision. A stream of research reveals that the way
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information is displayed on the website or the website quality can influence a consumer’s
decision (Hong, Thong, & Tam, 2004; Vila & Kuster, 2011).
Therefore, we propose that, in the mobile app adoption context, when presented
with a number of alternative choices, app users will likely rely on pre-adoption
information cues available to them to assess the value of each choice and select the app
that best fulfills their needs.
Information Cues in Mobile App Evaluation and Adoption
When a user needs information for a specific context in the near future, she would
consider looking for an app that would best suit her needs. The primary place to search
for an app for most users is the app store for her device (e.g., iTunes app store for Apple
users or Google Play store for Android users).4 For example, consider a user who is
planning a trip to New York City and would like to install an app that will give her
information about NYC subways during her visit. If she has an Android phone, she will
go to Google Play store and search using keywords such as “NYC subway”. The search
result page displays a list of apps matching the keywords (see Figure 1). On this page
each of the app is represented by various information cues or heuristics such as app name,
developer’s name, a thumbnail icon, and app price. The user can also refine the search
results based on criteria such as price and ratings.
When the user clicks on an app’s icon she is presented with more elaborate
information about the app including the app ratings, app category, price of the app, in-app
reviews, app permissions etc. (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). Price of the app and in-app
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A user may initiate her search from other sources such as search engines, blogs or
website of the app providers, which often will direct the user to the app store.
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Figure 1. App store search results

purchase options help the user in a rational, cost-benefit like, analysis. App ratings may
serve as an overall, holistic, indicator of the app quality whereas user reviews may give
the specific opinions of apps features, and potential issues such as functional errors,
feature requests, app compatibility, app reliability, network issues etc. (Khalid, Shihab,
Nagappan, & Hassan, 2015). In addition, there may be images showing the screenshots
of the apps display which convey cues of what the user interface looks like and the
format in which the information is presented in the app. Sometimes, there are videos
showing a demonstration of how the app works from a screen to screen marketing
standpoint, describing the features and potential uses of the app. Overall, a consumer
making an app adoption decision relies on these information cues presented, to identify
and gather information about various apps, which helps her in assessing the quality of the
app and selecting app that has the best potential of meeting her specific information
needs.
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Figure 2. Information Cues - App Description

Figure 3. Information Cues - Online Reviews and Additional information
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Although some cues such as price, ranking, ratings, reviews, number of
screenshots, and characteristics of the developer have been examined in the existing
mobile apps literature as summarized previously, cues that represent the information
system aspect of mobile apps, (which is a type of software installed and running on a
portable digital device) have been largely under-investigated. Given the ubiquitous
nature of mobile devices, the emphasis of many apps, such as utility apps or productivity
apps, is on the focused, timely and location-based information they deliver to meet users’
information needs. There remains limited understanding of mobile apps as information
systems and how cues signaling the quality of these information systems shape users’
perception about their value and influence mobile apps’ adoptions.
This study aims to fill this research gap by focusing on the information system
aspect of mobile apps and examining the influence of the factors associated with these
information systems on their adoptions. We do so in the open data apps context, which is
described next.
Open Data and Open Data Apps
With the presence of ubiquitous technology, citizens are becoming more
proficient in interacting with the government through digital means such as mobile apps
and visualization (Reddick, 2005). With smart phones being pervasive, users have access
to context-aware and customized information on the go (Balakrishna, 2012). As
governments play a key role in citizens’ life, there is an increasing interest among
citizens in finding information about government activities, submitting their complaints,
and communicating their opinions online. The speed and ease of mobile apps is
substituting for other channels for seeking such information.
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Governments and citizenry around the world are increasingly interested in ‘open
government’, and are adopting tools to provide informational and transactional services
through digital means (Coursey & Norris, 2008). Providing government data to people
using open data platforms makes it possible for citizens to get involved in the activities of
the government and create value for both themselves and the government. Furthermore,
the presence of interested developers who are able to retrieve, process, and present the
open data in easily understandable visual forms to non-technical citizen increases the
citizen’s demand for and access to open data provided by the government through mobile
apps. As previous studies have noted, the success of an open data initiative is dependent
on the informational demands of citizens and tech-savvy developers delivering easy to
use and informative apps (Streib & Navarro, 2006).
A primary goal of open data initiatives is to make the data sets available in
machine-readable format through data portals, allowing developers to tap into these data
sets and develop mobile or web apps. In order to promote the development and use of
applications based on open data many government agencies have been organizing and
promoting hackathons such as NYC Big Apps (http://nycbigapps.com/) where the
government, citizens and developers come together and work on new innovations that
have the potential to solve community problems using open data resources. Today many
city governments such as NYC, Boston, and Chicago have made great progress and play
the role of champions in the open data movement in the United States. For example, the
NYC open data portal (https://nycopendata.socrata.com/) hosts more than 1200 datasets
in various machine readable formats including tables, maps and calendars.
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A key motivation behind open data initiatives is to create and promote
transparency in public administration and governance and to spur economic growth
through the power of information. Hence, a key measure of success in such open data
initiatives should be based on the actual adoption and usage of the open data sets.
Studies have suggested the importance of key components in the open data ecosystem
such as data, developers, and apps in deriving value (Harrison, Pardo, & Cook, 2012;
Kuk & Davies, 2011) and increasing the use of the open data. Open data mobile apps act
as an important information intermediary between open government data and end
consumers of the open data. However, although the potential of mobile apps based on
government data has been highlighted in previous research, the majority of the open data
research has primarily focused on how open government initiatives evolve or should
evolve based on anecdotal evidence and best practice cases. As a consequence, there is a
lack of systematic understanding of the adoption and the success factors of mobile apps
making use of open data.
IS Success Model: System Quality and Information Quality
System quality of an information system is typically considered as a property of
the information processing system itself (e.g., DeLone & McLean, 1992; Seddon, 1997).
It is often based on performance measures such as accessibility, timeliness, flexibility,
integration, efficiency etc. (Wixom & Todd, 2005). Information Quality, on the other
hand, is a measure of the quality of the system output or the quality of information
produced by the system (DeLone & McLean, 1992). It is “concerned with such issues as
the relevance, timeliness, and accuracy of the information generated by an information
system” (Seddon, 1997, p. 246) rather than the design characteristics of the system itself.
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These constructs have been proposed and validated as important aspects of IS Success
Model (DeLone & McLean, 1992,) and its extensions (e.g., Delone & McLean, 2003;
Seddon, 1997; Wixom & Todd, 2005). The dimensions of system quality and
information quality represent a user’s focused ‘information systems’ perspective on key
criteria of an IT artifact affecting the anticipated performance. Assessing system and
information quality helps shape a user’s perceptions and beliefs about a system and its
information output, which influence their use of the system or the intention to use the
system (e.g., Petter & McLean, 2009; Wixom & Todd, 2005; Xu et al., 2013).
There are two main differences between the focus of our study and the focus of
prior IS Success Model research focusing on the impact of information quality and
system quality. First, prior research on IS Success Model and its extensions has primarily
examined the post-adoption use and user satisfaction in the context of information
systems that have already been adopted by the organization. In an organizational setting,
individual users of an information system may not be involved in the organization’s
adoption decision making process. Evaluating various alternative information systems
that may suit the needs of the organization and selecting which one to purchase and
install are typically done by a small group of key senior level decision makers. After the
information system has been installed and made available to individual users in the
organization, these users determine the value of the system to themselves and whether
and to what extent they will use it at work.
Secondly, the information systems examined in the IS Success Model studies tend
to be multi-user organizational systems, often complex, rich in functionality, and
informational diversity. After organizational users have been exposed to the system and
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gains experience with its functionalities as it relates to their job, they gain a sense of the
system’s capabilities (i.e., what it can do and what kinds of information it can provide)
for them. Such an exposure allows them to make a judgement about the system quality
and information quality of the system, which influences their positive or negative
perceptions about the system. Such perceptions then influence their level of satisfaction
with the system and the extent of use or continuance. Hence, the multiuser and more
complex nature of these organizational information systems makes it more difficult for
end users to assess the system quality and information quality prior to it being installed.
Once the users have had a chance to interact with the system and experience its
functionalities to see if it meets their specific goals, they form their value assessment. At
a different unit of analysis a few studies outside the organizational contexts have looked
at the IS Success Model and its extensions to explain the individual intention to use
information systems such as e-learning systems (Roca, Chiu, & Martínez, 2006) and egovernment website (Teo, Srivastava, & Jiang, 2008) and have come up with similar
findings.
In contrast, mobile apps are meant for an individual’s personal use and are
typically cheaper, less complex, and easier to use. App users are also the decisionmakers who evaluate different alternatives to find the one that best suits their needs. As
mentioned earlier, they often make their adoption decisions based on cues such as feature
description, technical specification, images, ratings and reviews, which help them assess
the quality of the app (i.e., system quality) and the value they can get from the
information output (i.e., information quality) prior to installing and using the app. Thus,
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for mobile apps, informational cues become more salient in the user’s adoption decision
making process.
Therefore, although the end user’s evaluation of system quality and information
quality has often been examined in the post-adoption use of traditional large-scale
organizational information systems, given the personal focus, the smaller size, and cues
presented in mobile app selection, system quality and information quality become salient
dimensions to be assessed in the pre-adoption decision making process. Such
assessments influence their perceptions about the apps being considered and whether the
app is likely to meet their needs and be selected.
In sum this study aims to fill this gap by empirically examining the factors that
influence the adoption of mobile apps making use of open government data in the United
States. Furthermore, we do so by adopting an information system perspective due to the
important information orientation of open data apps, whose primary purpose is to collect
and process information from various sources and to provide citizens with easy and quick
access to government information, allowing citizens to interact with and share
information with the government. Given that information quality and systems quality
aspects of information systems have been investigated extensively in the IS Success
Model literature (e.g., DeLone & McLean, 1992, 2003; Nelson et al., 2005; Xu,
Benbasat, & Cenfetelli, 2013) but not thus far in the mobile apps context, we make use of
this theoretical perspective to better understand perception (information cues) of the IT
artifact as they influence adoption. We next provide an overview of these two constructs
and how they have been found to influence the user’s perception and use of the
information system.
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Hypotheses Development
In this section we first discuss the dimension of information quality and system
quality, as identified and empirically tested in the literature (Nelson et al., 2005), and then
argue how these constructs and their dimensions are relevant in the case of mobile app
adoption and why they can be assessed by a potential consumer prior to adoption. We
next develop the research hypothesis about how these dimensions influence the
consumer’s decision to adopt a mobile app.
Information Quality
Although information quality has been defined and measured in various ways, all
the definitions consistently pertain to attributes of the information output from the
information system and usefulness of the information output to the end user (Au et al.,
2008). Integrating the various streams of literature about the construct of information
quality, Nelson et al. (2005) summarize that studies have looked at the information
produced by the IS from three different perspectives: (1) intrinsic view that considers the
attributes of the information in isolation from a specific task, user or application (e.g.,
Wang & Strong, 1996) and reflects how accurately the data value presented by how the
system matches the real world, (2) context-based view that takes into account the user, the
task at hand and the application being employed (e.g., Fisher & Kingma, 2001; Lee et al.,
2002; Strong et al., 1997) and represents the degree to which information helps the user
in completing a task, and (3) the representational view that considers the role of format in
information processing and decision-making (Wang & Strong, 1997) and reflects the
degree to which the information presentation facilitates interpretation and understanding.
Integrating these perspectives, Nelson et al. (2005) propose and empirically test a
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parsimonious set of core dimensions that capture the main essence of information quality:
accuracy, completeness, currency and format. In the context of data warehouses, their
results indicate that the dimensions of information quality are not all equivalent in their
predictive power and the relative importance of these dimensions depends on the nature
of the specific information system being considered and the context of use. Therefore, in
our study, we carefully consider these dimensions of information quality proposed and
empirically validated by Nelson et al. (2005) and identify the dimensions that are relevant
in the context of pre-adoption evaluation of open data mobile apps, perceptions of which
may be influenced by the informational cues available to potential users prior to adoption.
Accuracy
Accuracy is related to the intrinsic view of information quality and refers to “the
degree to which information is correct, unambiguous, meaningful, believable and
consistent” (Nelson et al., 2005 p. 204). Information should not only be accurate but also
be perceived by the user as accurate (Wang & Strong, 1992). Accuracy of information
also reflects the consistency of information over time and among different pieces of
information delivered by the system (Fisher & Kingma, 2001; Nelson et al., 2005). To
judge the accuracy of the information output of an information system, users need to have
used the system for some time and have a perception of how correct and consistent the
information output is over time. However, in the case of pre-adoption evaluation of open
data apps, before using the apps, users are unlikely to be able to assess the correctness,
unambiguity, meaningfulness, believability, and consistency of the information delivered
by these apps based on the information cues such as app descriptions, which are often not
specific to the information accuracy aspect of the apps, and other users’ opinions about
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the apps in general. Therefore, we do not include the accuracy dimension of information
in our cue-based model of adoption of open data apps.
Completeness
Completeness of information quality is related to the contextual view of
information and refers to the “degree to which all possible states relevant to the user
population are represented in the stored information” (Nelson et al., 2005 p.204). In
other words, it represents the “degree to which the system provides all necessary
information” (Wixom & Todd, 2005, p. 91). However, the information needs may vary
among users depending upon their unique contexts. A system may be providing
complete information from one user’s perspective but not from another user’s
perspective. In the case of open data apps, typically users have a need, or anticipated
need in near future, for which they expect the app to provide them with information; this
need depends on the context of use and varies somewhat from user to user.
One of the ways in which users may assess the completeness dimension of the
app’s information quality is to identify the set of features of the app, which are often
outlined in the app description, and determine what information will be delivered by the
app as well as the extent to which these information outputs will meet their information
needs given their specific use contexts. For example, consider a user who is a student on
a limited income visiting New York City. She is looking for a parking app which
provides her information about free parking spots and helps her navigate to the place. A
parking app with features such as location tracking and navigation will provide her with
complete information based on her needs. However, the same information may not be
complete to a user who needs to find a parking spot closest to her business office, wants
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to spend little time in payment, and needs mobile payment features. Given that
assessment of completeness of information is dependent upon the collective experience
and perceptions of the system users (Nelson et al., 2005), we expect that the number of
features is positively associated with the number of users who consider the app’s
information output will be complete and meet their needs, leading to a more positive
collective perception among users and a greater number of adoptions. Hence we
hypothesize,
H1: Information cues indicating the number of features of an app is positively
associated with the app adoption such that apps with more features tend to have
more adoptions.
Currency
The currency dimension of information quality also pertains to the contextual
view of information quality and refers to “the degree to which the information is up-todate, or the degree to which the information precisely reflects the current state of the
world it represents” (Nelson et al., 2005 p.204). Assessment of information currency is
dependent on contextual factors such as task demand (Ballou et al., 1998) and must be
considered within the context of task at hand. Users may differ in their demand for
information currency.
One of the unique aspects of the mobile apps today is the ability to provide realtime information such as news, weather, and events wherever the user is as long as
mobile data services or wi-fi connections are available. Given the ubiquitous nature of
mobile devices, users now expect up-to-date information to be available on the go. This
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is evident from the increasing use of mobile data services and context aware mobile
applications (Zhang, Adipat, & Mowafi, 2009).
With rapid advancements in Internet connectivity, context-aware devices and use
of Big Data, consumer’s expectation about waiting time for information has dramatically
changed. They want the most updated information every moment. Context-aware
mobile apps are able to cater to such needs by predicting the needs of the users even
before asked for, with the help of artificial intelligence and business analytics systems
that use real-time and historical data to predict needs in advance (Benedict, 2014
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2014/04/mobile-apps-real-time-data-gp.html). For an
app to support real-time updates, it must be connected to a real time data source. For
example, in the open data context, consider a transit app BART Runner
(https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.dougkeen.bart&hl=en), which
provides information about Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) to the commuters. It
provides real-time listing of upcoming departures from user’s selected station. The realtime data is provided by the BART based on the geo-location tracking of the trains. In
addition, the app is supported by additional analytics based on historical data. Thus as
soon as the train tracking data is updated in the BART database the app pulls the data
from the database, processes it and combines it with the user’s location information to
provide users with the most updated status of the trains as output almost immediately.
The above example shows how the users’ expectation for currency becomes even more
salient in case of users’ daily needs such as commuting. When a potential user is
evaluating an app, with a need to access information, say about BART trains as in the
example above, it is critical for users to get an app that gives the most updated
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information that minimizes their chances to miss a train. While evaluating different
alternative apps prior to adoption, they can get help from information cues such as app
descriptions which usually indicate the type of information provided by the app and
whether the information is updated in real-time. If the information cues signal that the
app provides current information, users who would like to get real-time information are
more likely to adopt such apps. Hence, we hypothesize that
H2: Information cues indicating the currency of information delivered by an app
is positively associated with the adoption of the app such that apps with more
current information delivery tend to have more adoptions.
Format
Format of the information is based on the representation view of information
quality and refers to “the degree to which the information is presented in a manner that is
understandable and interpretable to the users and thus aids in the completion of a task”
(Nelson et al., 2005 p.204). High level of information quality in terms of format means
the information is well-formatted and clearly presented on the screen.
With the small interface of mobile devices, the format in which the information is
presented becomes especially important to facilitate smooth interactions between users
and the app and hence is expected to impact users’ evaluation of the app. Research in
HCI and mobile app design have suggested that users easily recognize and like realistic
images and icons that represent the real world (Flavin et al., 2006). Furthermore,
aesthetic graphics and realism have been recognized as important aspects of mobile app
usability (Hoehle & Venkatesh, 2015) and apps presenting content ineffectively may
negatively impact users’ interactions with the apps (Forrester Research, 2011; Youens,
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2011). Therefore, an app presenting information in a richer and more user-friendly
format such as images and other multimedia formats is likely to be perceived more
favorably by users. For example, consider an app that allows users to find and locate
diners in a city. In this task, users will feel the format of information to be easy to
understand if the diners’ locations are displayed on a map instead on being displayed in
text-only search results.
When evaluating alternative mobile apps based on available information cues
such as screenshots, demonstration videos, and app descriptions prior to downloading,
installing, and using these apps, potential users are often able to have a preview of the
formats (e.g., text-only, images, videos) that apps will display the information output in.
When they perceive these formats are easy to understand and can help them perform their
task at hand, their assessment of the apps’ information quality in terms of format will be
high, which may positively influence their adoption decision. Hence we hypothesize:
H3: Information cues indicating the multimedia format of delivered by an app is
positively associated with the adoption of the app such that apps displaying
information in multimedia format tend to have more adoptions.
System Quality
System quality reflects the user’s perception of the information processing system
itself and the way it delivers information (Nelson et al., 2005). Previous research has
examined system quality as the desirable characteristics of an information system such as
ease of use, flexibility, reliability, response time (e.g., Rai et al., 2002; Wixom & Todd,
2005), indicating the multi-dimensionality of system quality. A review of prior literature
(Nelson et al., 2005) has identified two major categories of the system dimensions – (1)
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system category, which remains invariant across uses and can be assessed independently
from the task or context and (2) task category, which can be assessed with respect to a
task or setting. Nelson et al. (2005) identify and empirically test five key dimensions
which capture the essence of system quality – (1) reliability, (2) response time, (3)
flexibility, (4) accessibility, and (5) integration, out of which accessibility and reliability
belong to the system category and flexibility, response time and integration belong to the
task category of the system quality. Below we discuss each dimension in detail and
identify which dimensions of system quality may be assessed by potential users of open
data mobile apps based on the information cues available prior to their adoptions.
Reliability
Reliability refers to the “dependability of system operation” (Wixom & Todd,
2005 p. 90). It is a measure of the technical availability of the system over time. A
system with a low level of reliability may crash frequently and be unable to provide
dependable services to its users, leading to users’ lack of trust in the system and causing
negative perception of the system. Reliability of a system has been shown to be an
important aspect of system quality (Furneaux & Wade, 2011; Karimi, Somers, & Gupta,
2004) in a variety of contexts in the organization including data warehouse (Nelson et al.,
2005), and process manufacturing (Weill & Vitale, 1999).
Although reliability of a system may be measured in terms of objective measures
such as uptime, down time, the user’s perception of the system is also important, which
depends on her personal experience with the system over time (e.g., Wixom & Todd,
2005). However, in pre-adoption evaluation of mobile apps, users have not had a chance
to use the app yet and it is difficult for them to assess the reliability of the app based on
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information cues alone. Although system reliability remains invariant across uses and
can be assessed independently from the task or context, information cues of mobile apps
typically contain few objective reliability measures from prior usage by multiple users.
Therefore, it is unlikely that potential users in the mobile app context will be able to
assess apps’ reliability without using them and use reliability as a criterion for the
adoption decision. Hence, in this study we do not include it as a measure of system
quality.
Response Time
Response time refers to the “degree to which a system offers quick task-related
(or timely) responses to requests for information or action” (Nelson et al. 2005, p. 206).
Prior research in the context of Internet and mobile banking shows that response time
influences the user’s perception about a system (Galletta et al., 2006). For example,
Pousttchi and Schurig (2004) note that in the context of mobile banking application,
consumers do not like applications with long waiting periods and prefer applications that
start quickly and have little delay in response. Hoehle and Venkatesh (2015) include
instant start ability of a mobile app as an important design aspect that enhances mobile
app usability.
However, objective measures of apps’ response time as well as existing users’
subjective opinions about it are typically unavailable in information cues available to
potential users. Hence, prior to using the app, potential users may not have sufficient
information to assess the app’s response time in their preadoption evaluation and we
exclude it as a measure of system quality.
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Flexibility
Flexibility refers to the “degree to which a system can adapt to a variety of user
needs and to changing conditions” (Nelson et al., 2005, p. 206). Flexible systems are
able to adapt themselves to changing demands of users and are better suited for long-term
use and situations with constantly changing users’ needs. Such a condition is common in
the case of enterprise systems.
Mobile apps are typically smaller applications with a more focused scope that are
easy to install and uninstall. From a user’s perspective flexibility of the app may not be
important to the decision to adopt the app because most mobile users adopt apps to fulfill
their immediate need and the ability of the app to meet their future change in need may
not be an important concern. Given the ease of installing and uninstalling an app, when
the app no longer meets the user’s needs that have changed over time, it is easy to
uninstall the app and switch to another app that better caters to the user’s changed needs.
Hence, flexibility may not be an important aspect of system quality in this context.
Accessibility
Accessibility refers to the “ease with which information can be accessed or
extracted from the system” (Wixom & Todd, 2005 p. 90). Irrespective of what tasks
users want to perform with the help of the system or what kind of information they expect
to get from it, the system is of little value to users if they cannot access the information in
the system. Hence, accessibility is a vital property of the system and an important aspect
of system quality.
As mobile devices are becoming an important part of our everyday life, people as
technology users are becoming increasingly dependent on them to carry out many
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activities. They need to ensure that the information is accessible whenever needed.
Inability to access the information when needed will result in a negative perception of the
app’s value to users. Given the limited processing capabilities of mobile devices,
increasingly a majority of mobile apps today need some kind of Internet connectivity to
deliver information such as real-time updates or location-aware content when users need
it. Hence, it is expected that the app’s dependence on the Internet connection influences
the accessibility of the app.
Although there are many benefits associated with connectivity to the internet such
as real-time information updates, mobile users may face situations when they do not have
access to the Internet such as riding a subway or visiting an area with limited data
network. A user will perceive the system quality of an app to be low if it is entirely
dependent on Internet connection to provide information output to the user and
information becomes inaccessible without a data service or Internet connection.
Research on online reviews of apps has shown that network connectivity issues and
unresponsive apps are among the top 12 issues reported by app users in their negative
reviews (Khaleed et al., 2015). The condition of accessibility can be met if the user can
access relevant information (may not be the most updated) on the app without an
interruption irrespective of the availability of the Internet connection and can focus on the
original task in a consistent manner. Thus, users are likely to favor an app that brings the
benefits of dynamically updating information when possible but in the absence of the
Internet does not leave them stranded by providing them with access to some relevant
information. Hence, we expect that if the information cues available prior to adoption of
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an app convey to users that it is capable of providing access to relevant information even
when it is offline, it is likely to be adopted by more users. Thus we hypothesize:
H4: Information cues indicating the higher accessibility of mobile apps is
associated with greater number of adoptions.
Integration
Integration refers to the ability of a system to integrate information from various
sources (Nelson et al., 2005). It is a task-related property of the system as the perception
of integration will vary across tasks and contexts. Studies have shown that information
systems may create value by integrating data in silos (Goodhue et al., 1992). Similar
benefits of information (data) integration have been reported in various contexts at the
organizational and individual levels such as ERP systems (Gattiker & Goodhue, 2005),
data ware house (Wixom & Todd, 2005), supply chain integration (Rai et al., 2006),
merger and acquisitions (Tanriverdi & Uysal, 2011), and knowledge management
(Mitchell, 2006). In general, integration of relevant information from various sources
increases the value of the information to its users and helps them become better informed
in decision making.
Further, with the ubiquity of mobile devices, users expect to access information
whenever and wherever they are and in a way that can adapt to needs in a variety of
possible user situations. Increasingly, with the presence of various sensors present in
mobile devices, this need is being fulfilled by the app’s ability to integrate the context of
user with the information content. An app may integrate the device sensor information to
present the information in a more customized and easy to understand manner to the user.
For example, most context aware travel apps integrate the user’s location information to
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show them the points of interests near them. In such cases the mobile device itself can be
considered as data source for the app.
In open data, one of the data sources used by the apps is the open data provided
by the government agencies for example, status of bus trains, food inspection of
restaurants, 311 requests, building inspection data etc. Since most open data apps use
government data in some way, it is an important source of information.
With increasing popularity of social media, many of our everyday tasks include
sharing information socially. Users with similar information needs might be using the
same app. When an app allows individual user to share information with the community
of fellow users by making posts or comments in the app and integrates this as part of
information output to the other users, the individuals may be seen as a data source for the
app. In essence, the app allows crowdsourcing of information. For example, Boston
Citizens Connect allows a user to report issue such as potholes, graffiti, and streetlights to
the government. Other users can view what issues have been reported and follow up on
the issues.
In addition an app might integrate information such as route planning, navigation
and analytics from other external sources. In addition some apps pull information from
social media such as tweets or videos. These third party sources may also be integrated
with the information content of the app to give better information to the users. High level
of integration quality is achieved when a mobile app is able to mash up data from
multiple sources such as device, individual, government and third party sources and
present the integrated information to the users. The value of integrated information will
be higher for the users compared to fragmented information. Thus, in case of mobile
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apps, users are expected to favor an app which integrates the information from more
sources.
Moreover, the importance of data integration is especially salient in case of open
government data where raw government data is usually aggregated, may not be
meaningful to most users, and do not provide value by itself. However, apps that
combine the data from the government with additional data from external sources such as
social media and third parties can provide richer information to the user and create new
sources of value for the society and the economy (Maali et al, 2010). Hence, when the
potential users get an information cue prior to adoption indicating that the mobile apps
provides integrated information from multiple sources, they are more likely adopt the
app.
H5: Integration of a mobile app, as indicated by the information cues, is
positively associated with the adoption of the app such that apps integrating
information from more sources tend to have more adoptions than apps integrating
information from fewer sources.
Methodology
Data Collection
The main empirical question in this study is how specific information and system
quality factors predict the adoption of open data apps. The unit of analysis in this study is
an open data app that is available to download on the Google Play store. Since the focus
of the study is on the open data apps, we started the search from the open data
government websites for the major cities in the 15 most populous Metropolitan Statistical
Areas (MSA) in the United States. For each of the above cities that have launched an
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open data portal, we looked for ‘application showcase’ on their open data websites (e.g.,
http://apps.sfgov.org/showcase/) to identify an initial set of apps using the open
government data. Next, we located these apps in the Google Play store to gather detailed
information about the apps. Also, since most cities have a limited number of showcased
apps there might be a selection bias resulting in mostly successful apps in the sample. In
order to counter the selection bias, we used the similar app functionality in the app store
to identify apps similar to our initial set of apps, resulting in a total of 302 apps.
However, some of these apps were paid apps. Previous studies have shown that price is
an important factor in mobile app adoption and success (C. Z. Liu et al., 2014). So we
excluded the paid apps from the sample in order to control for the influence of price. In
addition, some of the apps in our initial sample were targeted at users in multiple cities
across the globe, which we excluded to account for the higher number of app adoption
due to larger population of potential users. As a result, our final cross-sectional sample
consists of 129 free apps making use of open government data of one major city in the
United States as of June 30, 2015.
For each of the apps in the sample, we collected more details such as app
description, screenshot images, videos, developer name and portfolio, number of
downloads user rating and reviews, size of the apps etc. from the Google Play store.
Two authors independently used this information to manually code the variables of
interest in this study. In addition, we gathered the apps’ initial launch date from a third
party website called App Annie (https://www.appannie.com/), which provides app
analytical services and market intelligence for the major mobile marketplaces.
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Dependent Variables
The dependent variable in the study is app adoption measured by the number of
downloads of the app on the Google Play Store. Google Play provides the number of
times the app has been downloaded since the app was launched, which is represented as
an interval (e.g., 1000-5000) rather than an absolute value. So we coded the ordinal
variable Download to represent the level of the number of downloads. Integer values of
Download ranges from 1 to 5 with 1 indicating the lowest number of downloads and 5
indicating the highest number of downloads of an app. Table 6 shows the coding scheme
and distribution of Download.
Independent Variables
The independent variables include features, dynamic, and multimedia that
represent the relevant dimensions of information quality of the app. Variables offline and
integration represent the relevant dimensions of system quality of the app.
We measure the completeness dimension of information quality using the number
of features supported by the app. Features is a numerical variable coded independently
by two authors based on their assessment of the information cues such as app description
and the screenshots of the app.
To measure the currency dimension of information quality, we coded the binary
variable dynamic. A value 1 indicates that the app updates the information output in real
time whereas a value 0 indicates that the app does not provide real-time information.
To represent the format dimension of information quality of the app, we coded the
binary variable multimedia to indicate whether the app supports multimedia content such
as images, audio and video or it presents text data only based on the information cues
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Table 6
Distribution of Ordinal Dependent Variable across Levels

Download coded

Actual Downloads

Frequency

5

Above 50,000

25

4

10,000 - 50,000

16

3

5,000 - 10,000

17

2

500-5,000

40

1

Below 500

31

such as screen shots, demonstration video, and app description.
Offline is a binary variable representing the accessibility dimension of system
quality. It was coded based on the app description to indicate whether the app is
accessible offline (i.e., not connected to the wireless data network as well as online).
Integration represents the integration dimension of system quality. It is a
numerical variable representing the types of information sources used by the app in terms
of (1) government data, (2) data contributed by individual users, (3) data from the mobile
device such as sensor information or information from other apps, and (4) data from third
party sources such as route planner services and social media. Its value ranges from 1 to
4.
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Control Variables
We also control for factors that have been previously identified in the literature to
impact the app adoption or downloads. App_age is a numerical variable indicating the
number of years since the app was first launched. Since the number of downloads is a
cumulative value, we expect that an older app may have more downloads.
Previous studies have noted that ratings given by other users signal the overall
quality of the app and are positively related with the app success (e.g., F. Liu &
Brandyberry, 2014). Hence, we use the numerical variable Ratings to capture the user
ratings from the Google Play store.
Further, some studies have noted that apps in certain categories are more popular
than others (Lee & Raghu, 2014). Intuitively, open data apps providing the information
needed by users more frequently are likely to be adopted more than apps providing
information needed less frequently. Hence, we coded the variable use_need to indicate
how frequently the users may need the information provided by the app. A value of 0
indicates less frequently needed information (e.g., voting or budget related information)
and a value of 1 indicates more frequently needed information (e.g., commuting, parking,
dining).
Since city population roughly represents the number of potential users of open
data apps related to a city, we control for population using the logarithm of population in
each MSA, which was collected from United States Census Bureau website. We also
control for the size of the app using a numerical variable app_size operationalized as the
size of the app in megabytes (MB).
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Finally, we control for the impact of developer portfolio (Lee and Raghu, 2014)
using variable dev_portfolio, which is operationalized as the total number of apps offered
by the focal app’s developer listed in the Google Play store. Table 7 summarizes the
independent and the control variables in the study. Table 8 presents the descriptive
statistics and correlation coefficients of these variables.
Analysis and Results
Given the ordinal nature of the dependent variable (adoption) download, we use ordered
logistic model to test our hypotheses. Model M1 in Table 9 represents the base model
with control variables only. Model M2 added the main independent variables features,
dynamic, multimedia, offline and integration. For a valid interpretation of the results of
an ordered logit analysis, the model must meet the condition of proportional odds
assumption, which is met by both models M1 (chi-square = 17.36, p = 0.4983) and M2
(chi-square = 27.04, p = 0.7578).
H1 hypothesizes a positive influence of information completeness on app
adoption. The coefficient for features is positive and significant in model M2 (β = 0.13,
p < 0.05), indicating a support for H1. The odds ratio for features is 1.14 indicating that
having one more feature increases the app’s odds for higher rate of adoption by 1.14
times.
H2 proposes a positive influence of information currency of an app on the app
adoption. The coefficient for dynamic is positive and significant in model M2 (β =
1.7045, p < 0.05), supporting H2. The odds ratio for dynamic is 5.5 indicating that apps
providing dynamically updated or real-time information are about 5.5 times more likely
to have higher adoption rate than apps which do not provide dynamic information.
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Table 7
Explanatory Variables in Chapter 3

Variable

Definition

Features

Number of features supported by the app.
Dummy variable indicating if the app provides real time updates to
Dynamic
information.
Dummy variable indicating if the app represents content in multimedia.
Multimedia
1 represents app supports multimedia and 0 indicates app supports textonly content.
Offline
Dummy variable indicating if the app works offline.
Integration
Number of sources of data integrated by the app.
App_age
Number of years since the launch of the app.
Numerical variable indicating the overall rating assigned to the app by
Rating
the users.
Ordinal variable indicating expected frequency of using the app. 0
Use_frequency indicates least frequently used app and 2 indicates most frequently used
app.
Population
Logarithm of the population for the cities for which the app is available.
App_size
Size of the app in megabytes.
Dev_portfolio Total number of apps developed by the developer.
Dummy variable indicating if the app integrates data contributed by
Individual
individual users.
Dummy variable indicating if the app integrates data from the mobile
Device
device.
Dummy variable indicating if the app integrates data from third party
Third_party
source.
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Table 8
Correlation and Descriptive Statistics

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. .
11.
12.
13.
14.

Variable

Mean S.D.

1

2

3

4

5

Features
Dynamic
Multimedia
Offline
Integration
App_age
Rating
Use_frequency
Population
App_size
Dev_portfolio
Individual
Device
Third_party

5.34 5.07
0.89 0.31 0.22
0.47 0.50 0.21 0.18
0.18 0.38 0.14 -0.16 -0.28
2.19 0.80 0.24 0.24 0.33 -0.08
3.21 1.14 -0.03 -0.19 -0.15 0.05 0.00
3.78 1.07 0.13 0.17 -0.12 0.03 0.05 -0.16
1.54 0.64 0.03 0.02 -0.30 0.24 -0.08 0.05 0.38
9.03 0.57 0.13 0.04 -0.11 0.18 -0.02 0.13 0.15 0.04
6.27 7.20 0.14 0.24 0.22 0.07 0.13 -0.27 0.15 -0.04 0.09
14.16 33.92 -0.05 0.07 0.27 -0.04 0.18 0.11 0.03 0.02 -0.06 0.05
0.26 0.44 -0.04 0.15 0.23 -0.13 0.44 -0.06 -0.14 -0.36 -0.19 0.00 0.10
0.66 0.47 0.16 0.17 0.26 -0.13 0.72 0.02 0.12 -0.03 0.03 0.19 0.07 0.01
0.27 0.45 0.30 0.10 0.09 0.13 0.58 0.04 0.09 0.25 0.11 0.04 0.15 -0.20 0.22

Note. Numbers greater than 0.18 or less than -0.18 are significant at p < 0.05
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6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

H3 is about the relationship between the information format of the app and the app
adoption and we expected apps supporting multimedia formats to be adopted by more
users than other apps. The coefficient for Multimedia is not significantly different from
zero (β = -0.2775, n.s.), which indicates a lack of support for H3. Below we discuss a
possible explanation for such an unexpected result.
Mobile devices, typically, have less storage and processing capabilities than
traditional or full-fledged computing devices such as desktop computers, leading to
mobile apps being typically smaller and consuming less energy and processing power.
Most apps are lighter, more focused and have shorter response time. However,
processing and rendering data in richer formats tend to require more processing power,
memory, energy, and time. The benefits of richer information formats often come at the
cost of more complex processing and slower speed. Therefore, the lack of a significant
impact of Multimedia on app adoption may be a result of the user’s consideration of the
tradeoffs between benefits and costs of rich information format. For example, as most
mobile app users will agree, apps with richer information formats may drain the battery
faster and may use more data bandwidth, both of which are scarce resources for many
mobile users. This finding is in agreement with the findings on mobile app reviews
showing that many users complain in their online reviews about the mobile apps that are
resource heavy and consume too much energy or memory (Khalid et al., 2015).
However, with improved storage and technologies to render multimedia formats this may
not be a long-term issue. The researchers recommend including testing this hypothesis in
future research to determine the consistency of this finding,
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Hypothesis H4 argues the positive impact of accessibility of the app on the app
adoption. The coefficient for offline is positive and significant in model M2 (β = 1.0749,
p < 0.05), indicating a support for H4. The odds ratio is 2.93 indicating that an app
allowing users to get information in the offline mode is almost 3 times more likely to
have a higher adoption rate than an app not providing offline accessibility.
Hypothesis 5 predicts a positive relationship between the integration ability of the
app and app adoption such that apps integrating information from more sources are likely
to be adopted more. However, the coefficient of integration in model M2 is insignificant
showing a lack of support for H5.
Post-Hoc Analysis and Results
To further investigate the relationship between integration ability of the app and
app adoption, we break down integration into three binary variables – individual, device,
and third-party each of which takes a value 1 to indicate whether the app integrates
information from individual users, devices or third party sources respectively. When all
three of these variables are 0, the app takes the information from government data
sources only.
We ran the ordinal logit model again with download as the dependent variable
and replacing the variable integration with the three dummy variables. Model M3 in the
Table 9 presents the result of the analysis. In model M3, all other hypotheses (H1- H4)
are supported with values for the coefficients similar to the ones in model M2. Also, the
coefficient of individual is significant (β = 0.9122, p < 0.05) while the coefficients of
variables device and third_party are non-significant. It indicates that the likelihood of an
app that integrates the information from individual users is about 2.5 times more likely to
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Table 9
Ordered Logistic Findings and Proportional Odds Test

M1 (Controls only)
Variable
Features

Coefficient

Odds

M2 (Full model)

M3 (Post-hoc)

Coefficient Odds Coefficient Odds Hypothesis
0.1336*
1.143 0.1645*
1.179 H1 supported
(0.0566)
(0.0595)

Dynamic

1.7045*
(0.6707)

5.498 1.6492*
(0.6765)

5.203 H2 supported

Multimedia

-0.2775
(0.4278)

0.758 -0.3132
(0.4326)

0.731 H3 not supported

Offline

1.0749*
(0.5237)

2.930 1.0789*
(0.5311)

2.941 H4 supported

Integration

0.3174
(0.2342)

1.374

H5 not supported

Individual

0.9122*
(0.4545)

2.490 H5 partially supported

Device

0.3203
(0.3950)

1.377

Third_party

-0.1819
(0.4420)

0.834
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Table 9 (continued)
M1 (Controls only)
Variable

M2 (Full model)

M3 (Post-hoc)

Coefficient
0.8696**
(0.1756)

Odds
2.386

Coefficient
1.0886**
(0.1944)

Odds
2.970

Coefficient
1.1009**
(0.1968)

Odds
3.007

Rating

0.5562**
(0.2057)

1.744

0.5633**
(0.2163)

1.756

0.5676**
(0.2179)

1.764

Use_frequency

1.0283**
(0.2988)

2.796

1.0883**
(0.3210)

2.969

1.3700**
(0.3629)

3.935

Population

1.0127**
(0.3095)

2.753

0.9698**
(0.3216)

2.637

1.1438**
(0.3339)

3.139

App_size

0.0286
(0.0240)

1.029

0.0153
(0.0258)

1.015

0.0146
(0.0264)

1.015

Dev_portfolio

-0.00088
(0.00478)

0.999

-0.00064
(0.00520)

0.999

0.000468
(0.00525)

1.000

Log likelihood
Chi-square

333.243
66.5749**

311.090
88.7282**

307.569
92.2490**

AIC

353.243

341.090

341.569

Pseudo-R square

0.4222

0.5208

0.5350

N

129

129

129

App_age

Proportional Odds Assumption 17.36 (p-value 0.4983) 27.0427 (p-value 0.7578) 50.0688 (p-value 0.1103)
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have a higher adoption rate than app that does not integrate information from individual
users.
This is particularly interesting as it indicates that open data app users value the
information contributed from other users of the same app more than the information
gathered from other sources. Since the other users have access to similar information
content and may be using the app in a related context, the information shared by them is
expected to be relevant to the user population in general. This also indicates
crowdsourced information as a valuable source of information. The value of integrating
user contributed information is especially more salient in the case of open data apps as it
represents the citizens’ use of open data and contribution to the open data. Thus, model
M3 provides partial support for our hypothesis H5.
Discussion
Focusing on mobile apps as information processing systems, this study
empirically examines how dimensions of information quality (i.e., completeness,
currency, and format) and system quality (i.e., accessibility and integration) of mobile
apps influence their adoption in the context of open data apps. The results indicate that
completeness and currency of the information output of an app influence the app
adoption such that apps providing more complete and more current information have
greater number of adoptions. However, it seems that the multimedia format of the
information presented in the app does not have a significant influence on its adoptions.
This may be explained by the potential adopters’ recognition of the additional storage and
processing requirements associated multimedia presentation. In terms of an app’s system
quality dimensions, apps that permit both online and offline accessibility have higher
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adoptions. Surprisingly, apps that integrate information from multiple sources do not
seem to be an important predictor of adoption. However, upon further examination, we
find that the apps integrating information from other users tend to attract a greater
number of adoptions than other apps whereas integrating information from other sources
such as devices or third party sources does not have a significant influence on app
adoptions. This may suggest the attraction of like-mindedness in the search for specific
information similar to crowdsourcing. This finding suggests that future research should
explore the social networking dimensions of open data use relative to information and
system quality.
The study makes important contributions to both theory and practice. First, it
contributes to the mobile app literature by considering a mobile app as an IT artifact or an
information processing system and examining its information processing characteristics
(i.e., information quality and system quality) as predictors of its adoption, characteristics
that have been under-studied in the mobile app literature. Secondly, it extends the
literature on the IS Success Model, which has been primarily used to examine postadoption perception and use of organizational information systems that have been
adopted in corporate settings, by focusing on the impact of the core constructs in the
model – system quality and information – on adoption of mobile apps in an
individual/personal use context.
The findings of the study also will help the mobile app advertisers to better
understand how the customers interact with the information cues provided. Such an
understanding will help the target firm design better advertisements and online marketing
material to highlight the key aspects of the app that are valued by the users and thus
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attract more users to adopt their apps. Additionally, the results of the study provide
actionable insights to app developers and designers about the key information processing
and information delivery aspects, which include information completeness, information
currency, app accessibility, and app information integration, of mobile apps that influence
app adoption and should be taken into consideration in app design and development.
Such guidelines are especially valuable given the intensive competition in the app
markets.
Finally, our findings offer practical recommendations to advocates and key
stakeholders in the open data ecosystem such as governments and policy makers,
software vendors, and organizations whose business models are based on open data
related products and services. This is one of the first studies that focus on open data
mobile apps, which are a key channel for promoting effective use of open data. With
more and more governments around the world open up their data, the results of our study
have the potential to provide guidelines on how to promote wider adoption of mobile
apps, which then leads to better use of open data and greater economic and societal
impact.
However, we recognize the following limitations in this study. First, the
empirical model proposed in the study was tested within a specific domain of open data
mobile apps, which are generally aimed at providing specific information to users, and
hence are more utilitarian and informationally oriented. Therefore, the results of the
study may not be applicable to mobile apps that are more hedonically oriented such as
mobile gaming apps.
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Second, the dimensions used in the study to qualify information and system
quality of a mobile app are based on prior research (Nelson et al, 2005) but limited to
only those dimensions that a user can infer based on the information cues available prior
to the actual installation or usage of the app. Hence, some of the dimensions of
information and system quality identified in the existing literature such as reliability,
response time, and accuracy are not empirically tested in our study as assessing these
aspects often requires actual usage of the app. In future research, it would be interesting
to include all dimensions of information quality and system quality in a longitudinal
study of user’s perception of mobile apps especially the pre-adoption evaluation and postadoption assessment.
Third, the study tests our hypotheses by analyzing secondary data without
gathering primary data about mobile users’ actual perceptions and assessments as well as
how they make use of various information cues. Future research may collect both
primary survey data and secondary app data to further explore the relationships among
information cues, individual perceptions, and app adoption.
Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge we are the first to empirically examine the factors
that influence the adoption of open data apps. We focused our study in this important
context as the open data apps sought by users tend to target specific utilitarian uses of
information. This research context is particularly attuned for the use of the Information
Success Model as a theoretical lens to study individuals’ assessment of the informational
cues surrounding the mobile app artifact. Specifically, we find that users distinguish
information quality and system quality dimensional cues that predict mobile app adoption
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in the open data context. Given the intense competition in the mobile app market,
knowing the factors of the IT artifact that influence a consumer’s app adoption is critical.
This research is an important first step towards gaining such knowledge and paves the
way for future research.
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Chapter 4 – Conclusion

Overall, the findings of the studies paint a more holistic understanding of how can
providers of IT products and services compete in an industry characterized by its
hypercompetitive and dynamic nature and influenced by network effects. This
dissertation offers both theoretical and practical contributions related to IT product
compatibility strategies and information processing view of mobile apps. The first essay
highlights the importance of IT product compatibility as a strategic decision and
examines its payoffs, contributes to the literature in compatibility by examining the
existence and implications of various inter-firm compatibility strategies, and identifies
potential extensions for future research. Furthermore, it also recommends practical
approaches that the IT firms can adopt to achieve inter-firm product compatibility, and
manage their product compatibility announcements.
The second essay uses Information Success Model as a theoretical lens to study
individuals’ assessment of the informational cues surrounding the mobile app artifact. It
paves a way for future research to consider the mobile app as an information processing
system and examine its information processing characteristics as predictors of its success
and performance. The findings of the study offer actionable insights for various
stakeholders in the open data ecosystem such as app providers, developers, and
advertisers. Given the intense competition in the app markets and low rate of adoption for
majority of apps, a better understanding of the success factors leading to app adoption is
important and may help the app providers increase the rate of adoption for their mobile
apps. Taken together, the findings of the dissertation have important practical
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implications and provide actionable guidelines about the design, development, and
marketing of IT products and services.
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Appendix A: Representative Studies on Product Compatibility
Table A1.

Representative Studies on Product Compatibility

Article

Research Question

Methodology

Aggarwal,
Dai and
Walden
(2006)

The stock market
reaction to
announcements of
proprietary XML
schema standardization
initiatives and open
XML schema
standardization
initiatives. Whether
such reaction changes
over time.

Empirical
(event study)

Aggarwal,
Dai and
Walden
(2011)

How setting standards
with other firms impacts
the risk (i.e., market risk
and idiosyncratic risk).

Empirical
(event study)

Having a greater number of
participants in standard-setting
initiatives decreases the
market risk of each participant.
At the same time, the
idiosyncratic risk of each
participant also increases.

Besen and
Farrell
(1994)

Describe and analyze
the determinants of
firms' horizontal
standards strategies and
tactics

Theoretical

A firm’s choice of a horizontal
compatibility strategy depends
on how likely it perceives
itself to succeed in the
competition as well as the
nature of the competition.

Chen,
Doraszelski,
and
Harrington
(2009)

The long-term stability
of the market structure
where network effects
are present and where
firms can choose to
make their products
compatible.

Theoretical

Compatible products can be
stable in the long run. The
compatibility dynamic is able
to result in long-term market
structures not dominated by a
single firm.

Chen and
Forman

Whether and how
vendors influence

Empirical

In the market for routers and
switches, vendors modify
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Product Compatibilities
Financial markets respond
positively to announcements
of proprietary XML schema
standardization, but not to
those of open XML schema
standardization. Investors do
not develop a preference for
open standards over time.

Article

Research Question

Methodology

Major Findings Regarding
Product Compatibilities
product compatibilities to
increase users switching costs
in the presence of open
standards.

(2006)

switching costs in
markets with open
standards.

Farrell and
Saloner
(1985)

Whether the benefits of
standardization will
prevent firms from
switching from an
obsolete or inferior
standard to a better
alternative.

Theoretical

When firms have complete
information and identical
preferences, if all firms would
benefit from the switch, all
will switch to the superior
standard or technology.
However, when firms have
incomplete information about
the likelihood of each firm to
switch to the new technology,
there exists excess inertia that
makes some firms maintain
the status quo.

Farrell and
Saloner
(1992)

The relationship
between the equilibrium
and the optimal use of
conversion
technologies. Whether a
dominant firm has the
incentive to make
compatibility more
costly to achieve.

Theoretical

Although converters reduce
the social cost of not
standardizing, they also reduce
the private cost and more it
more likely not to standardize.

Gallaugher
and Wang
(2002)

The effects of network
externalities, market
two-sidedness, dueling
standards, mindshare,
and product trialability
in the context of the
market for Web server
software.

Empirical

Firms that are able to capture
market share for one product
can enjoy benefits in both
market share and price for the
complementary product.

Gandal
(1995)

Empirically examine
complementary network
externalities for two
personal computer
software products:
spreadsheets and
database management

Empirical

The LOTUS compatibility
standard has a significant
effect on prices of both
spreadsheet products and
database management system
products, suggesting the
existence of complementary

A dominant firm may have the
incentive to increase the cost
of converters.
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Article

Research Question

Methodology

Major Findings Regarding
Product Compatibilities
network externalities in the
personal consumer software
market.

system software.

Gao and
Iyer (2006)

How complementarities
create value in mergers
and acquisitions
between software
companies

Empirical
(event study)

M&As between companies
that are in adjacent layers (i.e.,
exhibiting stronger
complementarities) in the
software stack obtain higher
abnormal returns than M&As
between companies in the
same layer or in layers further
apart.

Katz and
Shapiro
(1985)

In a simple, static model
of oligopoly, what is the
impact of consumption
externalities on
competition and the
form of the market
equilibrium? In this
model of oligopoly, do
firms have incentives to
produce compatible
goods or services?

Theoretical

When network externalities
are present, consumers form
expectations about the size of
competing networks. Such
expectations influence the
structure of the market
equilibrium.

In a market with
dynamic rivalry among
firms and industry
evolution, what are
firms’ private and social
incentives to achieve
technical compatibility?

Theoretical

Katz and
Shapiro
(1986)

Firms with stronger
reputations or larger existing
networks tend to be against
producing compatible goods or
services. Firms with weaker
reputations or smaller existing
networks tend to favor
compatibility.
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In a market with dynamic
competition, firms often have
excessive collective
compatibility decisions in
order to reduce competition
among themselves, especially
in a new or rapidly growing
industry. Product compatibility
tends to intensify secondperiod competition and
consumers derive greater
surplus.

Article

Research Question

Methodology

Liu et al.
(2011)

Are network effects
Empirical
present in the flash
memory card market?
How do digital
converters influence
standards competition in
this market?

Matutes and
Regibeau
(1992)

The study presents a
model of compatibility
and bundling in
industries, in which
consumers assemble
several components into
a system that is close to
their ideal.

Theoretical

Given a wide range of
parameters, firms will choose
to produce compatible
components but they will
provide discounts to
individuals who purchase all
components from the same
firm.

Wang, Chen
and Xie
(2010)

How cross-generation
product incompatibility
and within-generation
product incompatibility
influence pioneer
survival (dis)advantage
and how these impacts
are moderated by the
strength of network
effect.

Empirical

Cross-generation
incompatibility has a negative
impact but within-generation
incompatibility has a positive
impact on the pioneer’s
survival advantage in markets
with strong network effect. In
markets with weak network
effect, cross-generation
incompatibility and withingeneration incompatibility
have the opposite effects.
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Product Compatibilities
The findings suggest that
network effects are present
because a significant positive
price premium is associated
with leading flash memory
card formats. Furthermore, the
availability of digital
converters reduces the price
premium of the leading flash
card formats and the overall
concentration in the flash
memory market. Overall, the
study concludes that the
presence of digital converters
weakens network effects in the
flash memory card market.

Appendix B: Examples of Announcements
Example Announcement #1. (March 19, 2001) “RadView(TM) Software Ltd. (Nasdaq:
RDVW), the fastest-growing provider of solutions for verifying the performance,
scalability, and integrity of business-critical Web applications, today announced that it
is the first automated Web application testing and analysis solution vendor to join the
Microsoft (Nasdaq: MSFT) Corp. Visual Studio Integration Program (VSIP). With
WebLoad(TM), RadView's award-winning Web application testing and analysis
solution, tightly integrated into the Visual Studio.NET platform, developers will be able
to easily verify the performance and scalability of Web applications throughout the
development lifecycle within their familiar Microsoft .NET Framework.”
Example Announcement #2. (January 7, 2004) “RSA Security Inc. (Nasdaq: RSAS),
the most trusted name in e-security(R), today announced that TIBCO Software Inc.
(Nasdaq: TIBX), a leading enabler of real-time business and the world's largest
independent business integration software company, as demonstrated by market share
and analyst reports, has joined the RSA Secured(R) Partner Program. The TIBCO
PortalBuilder(R) e-business integration platform has been certified "RSA Secured RSA
ClearTrust(R) Ready" following extensive integration testing. TIBCO customers can
now leverage RSA ClearTrust web access management software within their TIBCO
PortalBuilder environment to deploy a comprehensive e-business solution with the
necessary identity and access management capabilities needed to create a competitive
advantage.”
Example Announcement #3. (July 29, 2008) “FalconStor Software, Inc. (NASDAQ:
FALC), the premier provider of TOTALLY Open(TM) data protection solutions, and
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QLogic Corp. (Nasdaq:QLGC), a leader in networking for storage and high
performance computing (HPC), today announced that FalconStor has certified QLogic
8Gb Fibre Channel adapters and SANbox switches for use with the FalconStor Virtual
Tape Library (VTL), FalconStor Continuous Data Protector(TM) (CDP), and
FalconStor Network Storage Server (NSS) solutions, to deliver enhanced performance
and scalability of FalconStor storage virtualization, data protection, and disaster
recovery solutions.”
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